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CPA16 Global seeks

to provide investors with

increasing distributions

and long-term investment

growth by focusing primarily

on tenant creditworthiness

acquiring critical operating

assets and investing in

broadly diversified portfolio

of real estate assets Through

this approach we strive

to protect investors in all

market cycles



Financial Highlights

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2007 2008 2009 2010IN THOUSANDS EXCEPT PER SHARE AMOUNTS 2006

Operating Data1

Net income loss attributable to 30105

CPA 16 Global shareholders2

Net cash provided by operating activities 52255

Cash distributions paid 41227

Per Share Data

Distributions declared .64

Balance Sheet Data

Total assets $1775640 $3081869 $2967203 $2889005 $2437959

Long term obligations3 662762 1445734 1453901 1454851 1371948

certain prior year balances have heeo retrospectively ad3usted as dnconainoed operations nod for ihe adaption of receoi accononog goidaoce for noncontralling ioierests

Net income loss aitrihotable to CPAl0 Global shareholders in 2009 aod 2008 reflected certaio impairmeot charges See Note ttto the Coosolidated Financial Statemeots

Represents non reconese mortgage obligations and deferred acqoisition fee installments

This Anonal Report and the hnancials
highlighted

above contain references to non GAAP financial measnres inclnding EBITDA APFO and Ad1nsted Cash Finso from Operating Activities flBITDA Represents

earnings before interest tones depreciation and amnrtiaatinn AFFO Represents fnnds from operations as defined by the National Association of Real Estate tnvestment Trnsts ad1nsted to inclnde the
impact

of

certain non cash
charges

to net income Adjasted
Cash Flosv from Operating Activities Represents GAAP cash flosv from operations ad1nsted primarily to reflect certain timing differences cash distribotions

received from onconsolidated joint ventnrrs in encess of nnr rqniry investment in the joint vrntnrrs and cash distribntions ne make to nor noncontrolling partners in joint vrnlnrrs that soc consolidate We believe

that these non GAAP financial measnrrs are nsrfnl snpplementnl measares that assist investors to better nndersland the nndrrlj ing performance of nor bnsiness segments These non GAAP financial mrnsnres do

not represent net income or cash finso frons operating activities that are compnted in accnrdance avith GAAP and shnold not be considered an alternative to net income or cash floso from
operating activities as an

indicator of nnr financial performance These non GAAP financial meosnres may not be consparable to similarly titled narasnres of other companies Please reference the Form sohich svas filed no April 52011

and is available on oar Web site at svarn.cpaloglnbal com for reconciliation of these non GAAP financial mrasnrrs to oar consolidated financial statrnarnts
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Dear k-eflow Shareholders

We are pleased to report that Corporate Property Associates 16 Global performed well in 2010

CPA16 Global earned total revenues of $234.8 million in 2010 up slightly from $232.9 million in

2009 primarily the result of the full-year impact of our investment in Tesco plc as well as increased

revenue from our domestic hotel ventures

As of year end CPA 16 Globals portfolio was composed of full or partial ownership interests in

384 properties representing approximately 27 million square feet on pro
rata basis leased to tenants

required to pay substantially all operating and maintenance costs 64% of our revenues are from prop
erties located in North America and 36% are from properties in Europe and to lesser extent Asia

CPA 16 Globals portfolio includes diversified mix of industrial office warehouse/distribution

retail self-storage and hospitality-related properties These properties ended the
year

99% occupied

Merger Expands Portfolio

On May 2011 CPA1o Global and CPA14 entered into merger with CPA1o Global serving

as the surviving entity We believe that this merger will bring to CPA 16 Global large portfolio of

high-quality net leased properties that complements its existing portfolio As result CPA 16 Global

will increase its asset base by more than $1.63 bfflion In addition the merger should provide even greater

diversification across geographic regions assets and tenants as well as the opportunity for increased

revenues and cash flow

Improving Global Economy Bolstered Commercial Real Estate

2010 was year of improvement for the U.S and global economiesand the commercial real estate

marketin the wake of distressed conditions in 2008 and 2009 The resumption of capital inflows to

commercial real estate securities boosted the availability of mortgage financing the number of lenders

for domestic and international investments generally increased and asset prices began to recover from

the lows reached
during the global credit crisis

In this improving environment many of our tenants benefited from better business conditions and we

believe that the risk of lease defaults generally is declining Nonetheless we have continued to pay close

attention to our risk management strategies We historically have sought to invest in assets that are

critically important to tenants operations and we have attempted to diversify our portfolio by tenant

www.CPAlGGLOBAL.com



tenant industry and geography And our asset management team works to see that these facilities

remain occupied that rent is paid and on time that assets are sold if the right opportunity arises

and that if tenant does enter into financial difficulty we continue to receive the rental income our

investors have come to rely on

We did experience 4.3% decrease in our estimated net asset value to $8.80 which was calculated as

of September 30 2010 in conjunction with the proposed merger with CPA Including distributions

for 2010 our total annual return was 2.8% which we are pleased with given the overall market and

comparative performance of similar investment vehicles

Improvements in Cash Flow

Cash flow from operating activities increased in 2010 due primarily to the full year impact of our

investment activity in 2009 On the other hand we incurred lower impairment charges in 2010 totaling

$9.8 million down from $56.0 million in 2009 in order to reduce the carrying value of certain invest

ments to their estimated fair value We obtained new mortgage financing totaling $36.9 million in 2010

at attractive pricing in this historically low-interest-rate environment

Our quarterly cash distribution remained at $0 1656 per share for the fourth quarter of 2010 which equates

to an annualized rate of 6.62% These cash distributions continue to be supported by both adjusted cash

flow from operating activities and funds from operations as adjusted AFFOwe paid out 72% and 92%

respectively of our adjusted cash flow and AFFO in distributions for 2010

Investing for the Long RunTM

We have been encouraged by the recent recovery of global commercial real estate markets and we

remain optimistic regarding further improvement in market conditions in 2011 Commercial real

estate capitalization rates have continued to come down from their credit crisis highs especially for

higher-quality assets or assets leased to tenants with strong credit profiles Better financing conditions

combined with stabilization of prices for high-quality assets have fostered greater competition for

new investment opportunities among public and private investors helping to support asset values

As we have in good economic times and bad over more than 30 years we are confident that we can

confront the challenges and seize the opportunities that todays investment environment may provide

Indeed we attribute our track record of success to our belief in Investing for the Long Run in which we

maintain conservative management of broadly diversified portfolio in order to enhance shareholder

value and generate stable reliable stream of current income for our investors

Thank you for your ongoing confidence and support

With best regards

Wm Polk Carey Trevor Bond Gino Sabatini

Chairman Chief Executive Officer President

Annualized Yield and Estimated Net Asset Values

633%648%658/662
662 6.62%

i-IU-

5.6

Original cost dollars per share

Year end estimated net asset salse dollars per share9999 clot at

Annsalizedyield

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010k 201 Net asset sulse of 9/30/10

of 3/3 1/1
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Selected Financial Data

Certain prior year amounts have hero reclassified from
conLiouiog operations to disrootinoed operations

Net income in 20t0 2009 and 2008 reflected impairment charges totaling $10.9 million inclusive of amoonts attributable to nooconteolling ioterests totaling $2.0 millino $09.6 mil

lion inclossve of amoonts attributable to noncootrolling ioterrsts totaling $t2.g million and $4.0 million respectively

Net investments in real estate consists of oct investmeots peopeeties net investment in direct financing leases equity investments in real estate real estate order constroctioo and

assett held for sale as opplicable

Represents non recourse mortgage obligations and deferred acqossstsoo
fee iostallmeots

Represents scheduled
mortgage principal payments

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

IN THOUSANDS EXCEPT PER SHARE DATA 2010 2009 2006 2007 2006

Operating Dataa

Total revenues 234759 232904 231808 160452 66748

Income from Continuing operations 51702 29596 46648 56867 29803

Net income

Add Net income loss attributable to

59238 12959 47360 58598 31970

noncontrolling interests

Less Net income attributable to redeemable

4905 8050 339 6048 1865

noncontrolling interests 22326 23549 26774 18346

Net income loss attributable to CPA 16

Global shareholders 32007 2540 20247 34204 30105

Earnings loss per share

Income from
continuing operations attributahle to

CPA16 Global shareholders 0.23 0.03 0.16 0.28 0.37

Net income loss attributable to CPA 16

Global shareholders 0.26 0.02 0.17 0.29 0.40

Cash distributions declared per share 0.6624 0.662 0.6576 0.6498 0.6373

Balance Sheet Data

Total assets 2437959 2889005 2967203 3081869 1775640

Net investments in real estate 2127900 2223549 2190625 2169979 1143908

Long-term obligations 1371948 1454851 1453901 1445734 662762

Other Information

Cash provided byoperating activities $121340 $119879 $117435 $120985 $52255

Cash distributions paid 82013 80778 79011 72551 41227

Payment of mortgage principal 21613 18747 15487 18053 6397
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Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial

Condition and Results of Operations

Managements discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of opera

tions MDA is intended to provide the reader with information that will assist

in understanding our financial statements and the reasons for changes in certain

key components of our financial statements from period to period MDA also

provides the reader with our perspective on our financial position and liquidity as

well as certain other factors that may affect our future results

BUSINESS OVERVIEW

As described in more detail in Item of our annual
report on Form 10 we are pub-

licly owned non-listed REIT that invests primarily in commercial properties leased to

companies domestically and internationally As 1EIT we are not subject to U.S federal

income taxation as long as we satisfy certain requirements principally relating to the

nature of our income the level of our distributions and other factors We earn revenue

principally by leasing the properties we own to single corporate tenants primarily on

triple net lease basis which requires the tenant to pay substantially all of the costs

associated with operating and maintaining the
property Revenue is subject to fluctua

tion because of the timing of new lease transactions lease terminations lease expirations

contractual rent adjustments tenant defaults and sales of properties We were formed

in 2003 and are managed by the advisor In addition as discussed in Item Significant

Developments during 2010 on December 132010 we and CPA14 entered into

deffiuitive
agreement pursuant to which CPA14 will merge with and into one of our

subsidiaries subject to the approval of the shareholders of CPA14 The closing of the

Proposed Merger is also subject to customary closing conditions among other things

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

IN THOUSANDS 2010 2009 2008

Total revenues 234759 232904 231808

Net income loss attributable to 32007 2540 20247

CPA16 Global shareholders

Cash flow from operating activities 121340 119879 117435

Distributions paid 82013 80778 79011

Supplemental financial measures

Funds from operations as adjusted 78349 77009 75762

AFFO

Adjusted cash flow from operating 114583 114225 115875

activities

We consider the performance metrics listed above including certain supplemental

metrics that are not defined by GAAP non GAAP such as Funds from opera

tions as adjusted or AFFO and Adjusted cash flow from operating activities to be

important measures in the evaluation of our results of operations liquidity and capital

resources We evaluate our results of operations with primary focus on the ability to

generate
cash flow

necessary to meet our objectives of funding distributions to share

holders Please see Supplemental Financial Measures below for our definition of these

measures and reconciiations to their most directly comparable GAAP measure

Total revenues increased slightly in 2010 as compared to 2009g The increase in

lease revenue which wa primarily the result of the full
year impact of our invest
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ment in Tesco plc as well as the increase in revenue from our domestic hotel ventures was substantially offset by decrease

in interest income on notes receivable on Hellweg due to the exercise of purchase option

Net income attributable to CPA 16 Global shareholders for the year ended December 31 2010 reflected reduction in

the level of impairment charges recognized as compared to 2009 During 2010 we recognized impairment charges of $10.9

million inclusive of amounts attributable to noncontrolling interests of $2.5 million while in 2009 we recognized impairment

charges of $59.6 million inclusive of amounts attributable to noncontrolling interests of $12.8 million

Our quarterly
cash distribution remained at $0 1656 per

share for the fourth quarter of 2010 or $0.66 per share on an annual

ized basis

Our AFFO supplemental measure for the year ended December 31 2010 as compared to 2009 increased by $1.3 million pri

marily as result of the full year impact of our 2009 investment activity For the year
ended December 31 2010 as compared

to 2009 our adjusted cash flow from operating activities supplemental measure remained relatively unchanged

CURRENT TRENDS

General Ecotiomic Environment

We are impacted by macroeconomic environmental factors the capital markets and general conditions in the commercial

real estate market both in the U.S and globally As of the date of this Report we have seen signs of modest improvement in

the global economy following the
significant distress experienced in 2008 and 2009 While these factors reflect favorably on

our business the economic recovery remains weak and our business remains dependent on the speed and strength of the

recovery
which cannot be predicted at this time Nevertheless as of the date of this Report the impact of current financial

and economic trends on our business and our response to those trends is presented below

Foreign Exchange Rates

We have foreign investments and as result are subject to risk from the effects of exchange rate movements Our results of

foreign operations benefit from weaker U.S dollar and are adversely affected by stronger
U.S dollar relative to foreign

currencies During 2010 the Euro weakened primarily as result of
sovereign

debt issues in several European countries

Investments denominated in the Euro accounted for approximately 35% of our annualized contractual minimum base rent

for 2010 During 2010 the U.S dollar strengthened against the Euro as the
average conversion rate for the U.S dollar in

relation to the Euro decreased by 5% in comparison to 2009 Additionally the end-of-period conversion rate of the Euro at

December 31 2010 decreased 8% to $1.3253 from $1.4333 at December 31 2Q09 This strengthening had negative impact

on our balance sheet at December 31 2010 as compared to our balance sheet at December 31 2009 While we actively man

age our foreign exchange risk significant unhedged decline in the value of the Euro could have material negative impact

on our net asset values future results financial position and cash flows

Capital Markets

We have recently seen evidence of gradual improvement in capital market conditions including new issuances of commer

cial mortgage backed securities debt Capital inflows to both commercial real estate debt and equity markets have helped

increase the availability of mortgage financing and asset prices have begun to recover from their credit crisis lows Over the

past few quarters there has been continued improvement in the availability of financing however lenders remain cautious

and continue to employ more conservative underwriting standards We have seen commercial real estate capitalization rates

begin to narrow from credit crisis highs especially for higher-quality assets or assets leased to tenants with strong credit

Financing Conditions

We have recently seen gradual improvement in both the credit and real estate financing markets During the
year

ended

December 31 2010 we saw an increase in the number of lenders for both domestic and international investments as market

conditions improved However during the fourth
quarter

of 2010 the cost of debt rose but we anticipate that this may be

recoverable either through deal pricing or if lenders adjust their spreads which had been unusually high during the crisis

The increase was primarily result of rise in the 10-year treasury rates for domestic deals and due to the impact of the soy

ereign debt issues in Europe

wwwCPAI6GLOBAL.com



Real Estate Sector

As noted above the commercial real estate market is impacted by variety of macroeconomic factors including but not lim

ited to growth in gross domestic product unemployment interest rates inflation and demographics Since the beginning of

the credit crisis these macro economic factors have persisted negatively impacting commercial real estate market fundamen

tals which has resulted in higher vacancies lower rental rates and lower demand for vacant space While more recently there

have been some indications of stabilization in asset values and slight improvements in occupancy rates general uncertainty

surrounding commercial real estate fundamentals and property valuations continues We are chiefly affected by changes in

the appraised values of our properties tenant defaults inflation lease expirations and occupancy rates

Net Asset Values

The advisor generally calculates our NAV per share on an annual basis To make this calculation the advisor relies in part on

an estimate of the fair market value of our real estate provided by third party adjusted to give effect to the estimated fair

value of mortgages encumbering our assets also provided by third party as well as other adjustments There are number

of variables that comprise this calculation including individual tenant credits lease terms lending credit spreads foreign

currency exchange rates and tenant defaults among others We do not control these variables and as such cannot predict

how they will change in the future

As result of continued weakness in the economy and strengthening of the dollar versus the Euro during 2010 and 2009

our NAV per share at September 30 2010 which was calculated in connection with the Proposed Merger decreased to $8.80

4.3% decline from our December 31 2009 NAV per share of $9.20

Tenant Defaults

As net lease investor we are exposed to credit risk within our tenant portfolio which can reduce our results of operations

and cash flow from operations if our tenants are unable to pay their rent Tenants experiencing financial difficulties may
become delinquent on their rent and/or default on their leases and if they file for bankruptcy protection may reject our lease

in bankruptcy court resulting in reduced cash flow which may negatively impact net asset values and require us to incur

impairment charges Even where default has not occurred and tenant is continuing to make the required lease payments

we may restrncture or renew leases on less favorable terms or the tenants credit profile may deteriorate which could affect

the value of the leased asset and could in turn require us to incur impairment charges

As of the date of this Report we have no tenants operating under bankruptcy protection Our experience for the
year ended

December 31 2010 reflects an improvement from the unusually high level of tenant defaults during 20u8 and 2009 when

companies across many industries experienced financial distress due to the economic downturn and the seizure in the credit

markets We have observed that many of our tenants have benefited from continued improvements in general business condi

tions which we anticipate will result in reduced tenant defaults going forward however it is possible that additional tenants

may file for bankruptcy or default on their leases during 2011 and that economic conditions may again deteriorate

To mitigate these risks we have historically looked to invest in assets that we believe are critically important to tenants

operations and have attempted to diversify our portfolio by tenant tenant industry and geography We also monitor tenant

performance through review of rent delinquencies as precursor to potential default meetings with tenant management
and review of tenants financial statements and compliance with any financial covenants When necessary our asset manage
ment process includes restructuring transactions to meet the evolving needs of tenants re leasing properties refinancing debt

and selling properties as well as protecting our rights when tenants default or enter into bankruptcy

Inflation

Our leases generally have rent adjustments that are either fixed or based on formulas indexed to changes in the CPI or other

similar index for the jurisdiction in which the property is located Because these rent adjustments may be calculated based

on changes in the CPI over multi-year period changes in inflation rates can have delayed impact on our results of opera

tions Rent adjustments during 2009 and to lesser extent 2010 generally benefited from increases in inflation rates during

the years prior to the scheduled rent adjustment date However despite recent signs of inflationary pressure we continue to

expect that rent increases will be significantly lower .in coming years as result of the current historically low inflation rates in

the U.S and the Euro zone
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Lease Expirations and Occupancy
At December 31 2010 we had no significant leases scheduled to expire or renew in the next twelve months The advisor

actively manages our real estate portfolio and begins discussing options with tenants in advance of the scheduled lease expira

tion In certain cases we obtain lease renewals from our tenants however tenants may elect to move out at the end of their

term or may elect to exercise purchase options if any in their leases In cases where tenants elect not to renew we may seek

replacement tenants or try to sell the property Our occupancy was 99% at December 31 2010 unchanged from December

31 2009

Proposed Accounting Changes

The International Accounting Standards Board and FASB have issued an Exposure Draft on joint proposal that would

dramatically transform lease accounting from the existing model These changes would impact most companies but are

particularly applicable to those that are significant users of real estate The proposal outlines completely new model for

accounting by lessees whereby their rights and obligations under all leases existing and new would be capitalized and

recorded on the balance sheet For some companies the new accounting guidance may influence whether or not or the

extent to which they enter into the type of sale leaseback transactions in which we specialize At this time the proposed

guidance has not been finalized and as such we are unable to determine whether the proposal will have material impact on

our business.

The Emerging Issues Task Force EITF of the FASB discussed the accounting treatment for deconsolidating subsidiaries in

situations other than sale or transfer at its September 2010 meeting While the EITF did not reach consensus for exposure

the EITF determined that further research was necessary to more fully understand the scope and implications of the mat

ter prior to issuing consensus for exposure If the EITF reaches consensus for exposure we will evaluate the impact of

such conclusion on our financial statements During 2010 we deconsolidated subsidiary that leased property to Goertz

Schiele Corp which had total assets and liabilities of $7.5 million and $14.5 million respectively and recognized gain in the

amount of $7.1 million

HOW WE EVALUATE RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

We evaluate our results of operations with primary focus on our ability to generate cash flow necessary to meet our objec

tives of funding distributions to shareholders and increasing our equity in our real estate As result our assessment of

operating results gives less emphasis to the effect of unrealized gains and losses which may cause fluctuations in net income

for comparable periods but have no impact on cash flows and to other non-cash charges such as depreciation and impair

ment charges

We consider cash flows from operating activities cash flows from investing activities cash flows from financing activities and

certain non-GAAP performance metrics to be important measures in the evaluation of our results of operations liquidity

and capital resources Cash flows from operating activities are sourced primarily from long-term lease contracts These leases

are generally triple net and mitigate to an extent our exposure to certain property operating expenses Our evaluation of the

amount and expected fluctuation of cash flows from operating activities is essential in evaluating our ability to fund operating

expenses service debt and fund distributions to shareholders

We consider cash flows from operating activities plus cash distributions from equity investments in real estate in excess of

equity income less cash distributions paid to consolidated joint venture partners as supplemental measure of liquidity in

evaluating our ability to sustain distributions to shareholders We consider this measure useful as supplemental measure to

the extent the source of distributions in excess of equity income in real estate is the result of non cash charges such as depre

ciation and amortization because it allows us to evaluate the cash flows from consolidated and unconsolidated investments in

comparable manner In deriving this measure we exclude cash distributions from equity investments in real estate that are

sourced from the sales of the equity investees assets or refinancing of debt because we deem them to be returns of investment

and not returns on investment

We focus on measures of cash flows from investing activities and cash flows from financing activities in our evaluation of

our capital resources Investing activities typically consalt of the acquisition or disposition of investments in real property
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and the funding of capital expenditures with respect to real properties Financing activities primarily consist of the payment

of distributions to shareholders obtaining non-recourse mortgage financing generally in connection with the acquisition

or refinancing of properties and making mortgage principal payments Our financing strategy has been to purchase sub

stantially all of our properties with combination of equity and non-recourse mortgage debt lender on non recourse

mortgage loan generally has recourse only to the property collateralizing such debt and not to any of our other assets This

strategy has allowed us to diversify our portfolio of properties and thereby limit our risk In the event that balloon payment

comes due we may seek to refinance the loan restructure the debt with existing lenders or evaluate our ability to pay the bal

loon payment from our cash reserves or sell the property and use the proceeds to satisfy the mortgage debt

Results of Operations

Our results of nperaticrns cnntinue to be significantly impacted by transactinp from April 2007 the Hellweg transaction

in which we and our affiliates acquired venture the property venture that in turn acquired 24.7% ownership interest in

limited partnership owning 37 properties throughout Germany We and our affiliates also acquired second venture the

lending venture which made loan the note receivable to the holder of the remaining 75.3% interests in the limited

partnership the partner In connection with the acquisition the property venture agreed to three option agreements that

give the property venture the right to purchase from our partner the remaining 75.3% direct and indirect interest in the

limited partnership at price equal to the prihcipal amount of the note receivable at the time of purchase In November 2010

the property venture exercised the first of its three options and acquired from our partner 70% direct interest in the limited

partnership for $297.3 million thus owning direct and indirect 94.7% interest in the limited partnership The property

venture has assignable option agreements to acquire the remaining direct and indirect 5.3% interest in the limited partner

ship by October 2012 If the property venture does not exercise its option agreements our partner has option agreements

to put its remaining interests in the limited partnership to the property venture during 2014 at price equal to the principal

amount of the note receivable at the time of purchase Currently under the terms of the note receivable the lending venture

will receive interest income that approximates 5.3% of all income earned by the limited partnership less adjustments The

note receivable has principal balance of $21.8 million inclusive of our affiliates noncontrolling interest of $16.2 million at

December 31 2010 Our total effective ownership interest in the ventures is 26% We consolidate the ventures in our financial

statements under current accounting guidance The total cost of the interests in these ventures was $446.4 million inclusive of

our affiliatesnoncontrolling interest of $330.4 million In connection with these transactions the ventures obtained com
bined non-recourse mortgage financing of $378.6 million inclusive of our affiliates noncontrolling interest of $280.2 million

having fixed annual interest rate of 5.5% and term of 10 years

Although we consolidate the results of operations of the Hellweg transaction because our effective ownership interest

is 26% significant portion of the results of operations from this transaction is reduced by our affiliates noncontrolling

interests As result of obtaining non-recourse mortgage debt to finance significant portion of the purchase price and

depreciating/amortizing assets over their estimated useful lives we do not expect this transaction to have significant impact

on our results of operations However the transaction has significant impact on many of the components of our results

of operations as described below Based on the exchange rate of the Euro at December 31 2010 this transaction generated

property level cash flow from operations revenues less interest expense of $11.9 million inclusive of amounts attributable to

noncontrolling interests of $8.8 million during 2010

The following table presents the components of our lease revenue in thousands

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 20DB

Rental income 153755 149839 146963

Interest income from direct financing leases 27101 27448 28864

180856 177287 175827
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The following table sets forth the net lease revenues i.e rental income and interest income from direct financing leases that

we earned from lease obligations through our direct ownership of real estate in thousands

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

LESSEE 2010 2009 20DB

Hellweg 34408 35889 37128

Telcordia Technologies Inc 9799 9371 9311

Tesco plc 7337 3420

Nordic Cold Storage LLCd 6923 6830 6257

BerryPlastics Corporation 6666 6641 6651

The Talaria Company Hinclcley 5506 4133 4984

Fraikin SASaU 5340 5935 5888

MetoKote Corp MetoKote Canada Limited and MetoKote de 4853 4715 6365

International Aluminum Corp and United States Aluminum of Canada Ltd 4574 4518 4454

LFD Manufacturing Ltd IDS Logistics Thailand Ltd and IDS Manufacturing SDN 4342 3903 4109
BHDa

Huntsman International LLC 4027 4027 4027

Best Brands CorpPi 4027 3995 3129

Ply Gem Industries Inc.a 3947 3884 3834

Bobs Discount Furniture LLC 3629 3564 3538

TRW Vehicle Safety Systems Inc 3568 3568 3568

Kings Super Markets Inc 3544 3416 3416

Universal Technical Institute of California Inc 3506 3418 3418

Finisar Corporation 3287 3287 3224

Performance Fibers GmbHa 3204 3408 3531

Dicks Sporting Goods Inc 3141 3141 3141

Other 55228 56224 55854

180856 177287 175827

Amounts are subject to fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates The average tate fur the U.S dollar to relation to the Burn during both 20t0 and 2009 strengthened by approximately in comparison
to

the respective prior year periods resulting in negative impact an least revenues for our horn denominated investments in 2010 and 2009

Their revenues are generated consolidated ventures generally wish our affiliutes and an combined basis include revenues applicuble to nancontrulling interests totaling $42.4 million $41.9 mdlsnn and $398

million fur the years ended December 31 2018 2009 and 2g08 respectively

This investment was acquired in Wy 2889

The increase from 2908 tn 2089 was due to CPI based or equivalent rent increase

During the second half of 21109 we entered into lease amendment with the tenant to defer certain rental payments which resulted in decrease In lease revenue fur 2009 as compared tu 2008 This deferral

period extended through August 2010 however rental
payments were gradually

increased
throughout 2010 which resulted in an increase to lease revenue fur 2010 as compared tu 2009

The decrease in 2010 was due in CPI-based ur equsvalent rent decrease

Indusive of an out of period ad1ustment of $1.0 mdlinn in 2000 Note

We acquired our snserrst in this investment in Match 2908
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We recognize income from equity investments in real estate of which lease revenues are significant component The follow

ing table sets forth the net lease revenues earned by these ventures Amounts provided are the total amounts attributable to

the ventures and do not represent our proportionate share dollars in thousands

OWNERSHIP YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31
INTEREST AT

LESSEE DECEMBER 31 2010 2010 2009 2008

U-Haul Moving Partners Inc and Mercury Partners L.P 31% 32486 30589 28541

The New York Times Company 27% 26768 21751

OBI A.GP 25% 16006 16637 17317

Hellweg Die Profi-Baumarkte GmbH Co KG Hellweg 1M 25% 14272 14881 15155

Pohjola Non-life Insurance Company 40% 8797 9240 9343

TietoEnator Plc 40% 8223 8636 8790

Police Prefecture French Governmentc 50% 8029 8272 8109

Schuler A.G 33% 6208 6568 6802

Frontier Spinning Mills Inc 40% 4464 4469 12

Thales S.A.5t 35% 4165 9357 14240

Actebis Peacock 30% 3968 4143 2065

Consolidated Systems Inc 40% 1831 1831 1831

Actuant Corporation 50% 1745 1856 1905

Barth Europa Transporte e.K/MSR Technologies GmbH 33% 1347 2000 2703

formerly Lindenmaier

138309 140230 116813

The iacrease was due taa CPI based ar equivalent rent increase

We acqatred ear interest in the New Yark litmes Campany venture in March 2009 uur interest sn the Prantier Spinning Mills venture in December 2000 and aar interest in the Actebis Peacack venture in aly

2008

Amnunts are subect in fiuctuatians in fnreign currency euchange rates The average rate far the 12.5 dnllae in eelatian tn the llurn during bath 20t0 and 2009 strengthened by appruximately 5% in cnmparisnn ta

the
respective prier year perinds resulting in negative impact an lease revenues fur aur Burn dennmsnated investments 20t0 and 2009

The venture sald faur uf the five praperties leased In Thales in July 2009

The venture farmerly leaed twa praperties ta Lindeumnier In
July 2009 the venture entered intu an interim lease

agreement with Lindenmaier that
pravided

fee substantially lawer rental incume In April 2010

the venture entered inta lease agreement with new tenant Barth Bumps at vacant pruperry furmerly leased ta Lindeumaier and in August 2010 MSR Technalugies GmbN teak aver the Lindenmasee busi

ness and entered intu new lease with the venture

LEASE REVENUES

Our net leases generally have rent adjustments based on formulas indexed to changes in the CPI or other similar index for the

jurisdiction in which the
property is located sales overrides or other periodic increases which are designed to increase lease

revenues in the future We own international investments and therefore lease revenues from these investments are subject to

fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates In certain cases although we recognize lease revenue in connection with our

tenants obligation to pay rent we may also increase our uncollected rent expense if tenants are experiencing financial distress

and have not paid the rent to us that
they owe

2010 vs 2009 For the
year

ended December 31 2010 as compared to 2009 lease revenue increased by $3.6 million

Lease revenues increased by $3.9 million as result of the full-year impact of our investment in Tesco plc entered into dur

ing July 2009 and $1.5 million due to build to suit transactions placed into service during 2009 and 2010 Scheduled rent

increases and financing lease adjustments also resulted in net increase of $1.3 million These increases were partially offset

by fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates primarily the Euro which had negative impact on lease revenues of $2.6

million as well as lower rental income recognized from lease we entered into in the first quarter of 2010 with SaarOTEç

successor tenant to Gartz Schiele GmbH Co which resulted in decrease to lease revenue of $0.8 million
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2009 vs 2008 For the year ended December 31 2009 as compared to 2008 lease revenues increased by $1.5 million

Lease revenues increased by $6.3 million from investments entered into during 2009 and 2008 and by $3.8 million as result

of scheduled rent increases at several properties during the same periods These increases were substantially offset by the

negative impact of fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates primarily the Euro which reduced lease revenues by $4.7

million as well as sales of properties and lease restructurings during 2009 which reduced lease revenues by $2.0 million In

ii addition lease revenues in 2008 included an out-of-period adjustment of $1.8 million Note

INTEREST INCOME ON NOTES RECEIVABLE

The Hellweg transaction contributed interest income of $24.2 million and $27.1 million in 2010 and 2009 respectively

inclusive of noncontrolling interests of $18.0 million and $20.2 million respectively For the year ended December 31 2010 as

compared to 2009 interest income on notes receivable decreased $2.8 million as result of the decrease in our investment in

the Hellweg note receivable resulting from the exercise of purchase option in November 2010 See Note

DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION

2010 vs 2009 For the year ended December 31 2010 as compared to 2009 depreciation and amortization increased by

$1.5 million primarily from depreciation of $24 million related to the July 2009 Tesco investment and build-to-suit invest

ments placed into service during 2010 and 2009 This increase was partially offset by the impact of fluctuations in foreign

currency exchange rates of $0.4 million and the full amortization of certain intangible assets of $0.3 million

2009 vs 2008 For the year ended December 31 2009 as compared to 2008 depreciation and amortization expense

increased by $2.2 million primarily due to investments entered into or placed into service during 2009 and 2008

PROPERTY EXPENSES

2010 vs 2009 For the year ended December 31 2010 as compared to 2009 property expenses decreased by $3.0 million

primarily due to decrease in uncollected rent expense as result of improved financial conditions of certain tenants in the

automotive industry

2009 vs 2008 For the year ended December 31 2009 as compared to 2008 property expenses increased by $0.7 mil

lion primarily due to an increase in uncollected rent expense as result of higher number of tenants experiencing financial

difficulties

GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

2010 vs 2009 For the year ended December 31 2010 as compared to 2009 general and administrative expenses

increased by $1.4 million primarily due to an increase in business development costs The increase in business development

costs is largely result of charges incurred in connection with the Proposed Merget

2009 vs 2008 For the year ended December 31 2009 as compared to 2008 general and administrative expenses

decreased by $3.5 million primarily due to reduction in business development costs of $2.0 million as well as decrease in

professional services fees of $1.4 million Business development costs are costs incurred in connection with potential invest

.- ments that ultimately were not consummated
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LESSEE 2010 2009 2008 REASON

The Talaria Company Hinckley

Foss Manufacturing

8238

15985

Potential sale

Tenant experiencing financial difficulties

SaarOTEC formerly Gortz Schiele

GmbH

John McGavigan Ltd

Various lessees

IMPAIRMENT CHARGES INCLUDED IN

EXPENSES

6779

Tenant filed for bankruptcy

5294 Tenant filed for bankruptcy

1570 2279 890 Decline in guaranteed residual values

9808 30337 890

See Income from Equity Investments in Real Estate and Discontinued Operations below for additional impairment charges

incurred

INCOME FROM EQUITY INVESTMENTS IN REAL ESTATE

Income from equity investments in real estate represents our proportionate share of net income revenue less expenses from

investments entered into with affiliates or third parties in which we have noncontrolling interest but over which we exercise

significant influence Under current accounting guidance for investments in unconsolidated ventures we are required to pen

odically compare an investments carrying value to its estimated fair value and recognize an impairment charge to the extent

that
carrying value exceeds fair value

2010 vs 2009 For the year ended December 31 2010 as compared to 2009 income from equity investments in real estate

increased by $3.7 million Our loss from Barth Europa Transporte e.K/MSR Technologies GmbH formerly Lindenmaier

A.G decreased $2.9 million primarily as result of reduction of $2.4 million in other than-temporary impairment charges

recognized during 2010 as compared to 2009 Our share of income from the U-Haul Moving Partners Inc and Mercury Part

ners LP venture increased $0.7 million primarily due to CPI-based rent increase

2009 vs 2008 For the year ended December 31 2009 as compared to 2008 income from equity investments in real estate

increased by $5.1 million Our investment in The New York Times transaction in March 2009 contributed income of $5.4

million and our investment in the Frontier Spinning Mills transaction in December 2008 contributed income of $1.4 million

during 2009 This income was partially offset by net other-than-temporary impairment charges totaling $3.6 million on two

equity investments including $2.6 million recorded during 2009 on our Lindenmaier A.G now Barth Europa Transporte

e.KMSR Technologies GmbH investment as result of the tenant filing for bankruptcy

OTHER INTEREST INCOME

2009 vs 2008 For the year ended December 31 2009 as compared to 2008 other interest income decreased by $3.9 mil

lion primarily due to lower average cash balances as result of our real estate investment activity during 2008 and 2009 and

lower rates of return earned on our cash balances during 2009 reflecting market conditions

GAIN ON EXTINGUISHMENT OF DEBT

In February 2009 Berry Plastics Corporation venture in which we and an affiliate each hold 50% interests and which we

consolidate repaid its existing non-recourse debt from the lender at discount and recognized gain on extinguishment
of

debt nf $6.5 million inclusive of noncontrolling interests of $3.2 million

IMPAIRMENT CHARGES

For the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 we incurred impairment charges in our continuing real estate assets

totaling $9.8 million $30.3 million and $0.9 million respectively The table below summarizes these impairment charges in

thousands

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31
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INCOME LOSS FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

2010 During 2010 we recognized income from discontinued operations of $7.5 million primarily due to the recognition

of $7.1 million gain on the deconsolidation of Goertz Schiele Corp recognized during the first
quarter

of 2010

2009 During 2009 we recognized loss from discontinued operations of $16.6 million primarily due to impairment

charges recognized of $15.7 million on the Goertz Schiele Corp property $5.1 million on the Metals America property

$2.9 million on Gortz Schiele GmbH property
and $1.9 million on the Valley Diagnostic property These charges were

partially offset by net gain on property
sales of $7.6 million on the Metals America and Holopack properties and gain on

extinguishment of debt of $2.3 million on the Metals America property

NET INCOME LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO CPA16 GLOBAL SHAREHOLDERS

2010 vs 2009 For the
year

ended December 31 2010 the resulting net income attributable to CPA 16 Global share

holders was $32.0 million as compared to net loss of $2.5 million for 2009

2009 vs 2008 For the
year

ended December 31 2009 the resulting net loss attributable to CPA16 Global sharehold

ers was $2.5 million as compared to net income of $20.2 million for 2008

FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS AS ADJUSTED AFFO

AFFO is non-GAAP measure we use to evaluate our business For definition of AFFO and reconciliation to net income

attributable to CPA 16 Global shareholders see Supplemental Financial Measures below

2010 vs 2009 For the
year

ended December 31 2010 as compared to 2009 AFFO increased by $1.3 million primarily as

result of the full
year impact of our 2009 investment activity

2009 vs 2008 For the
year

ended December 31 2009 as compared to 2008 AFFO increased by $1.2 million primarily as

result of the aforementioned increases in results of operations as generated from our investment activity

FINANCIAL CONDITION

Sources and Uses of Cash During the Year

We use the cash flow generated from net leases to meet our operating expenses service debt and fund distributions to

shareholders Our cash flows fluctuate period to period due to number of factors which may include among other things

the timing of purchases and sales of real estate the timing of proceeds from non recourse mortgage loans and receipt of

lease revenues the advisors annual election to receive fees in restricted shares of our common stock or cash the timing and

characterization of distribufions from equity investments in real estate payment to the advisor of the annual installment of

deferred acquisition fees and interest thereon in the first
quarter

and
changes in foreign currency exchange rates Despite this

fluctuation we believe that we will
generate

sufficient cash from
operations and from equity

distributions in excess of equity

income in real estate to meet our short-term and long-term liquidity needs We may also use existing cash resources the

proceeds of non-recourse mortgage loans and the issuance of additional
equity securities to meet these needs We assess our

ability to access capital on an ongoing basis Our sources and uses of cash during the year are described below

Operating Activities

During 2010 we used cash flows from operating activities of $121.3 million primarily to fund distributions to shareholders

of $51.4 million excluding $30.6 million in dividends that were reinvested by shareholders of our common stock through our

dividend reinvestment and stock purchase plan We also made scheduled mortgage principal payments of $21.6 million and

paid distributions to noncontrolling interests partners
of $37.6 million We also used cash distributions received from equity

investments in real estate in excess of equity income of $5.2 million see Investing Activities below and our existing
cash

resources to fund these payments For 2010 the advisor elected to continue to receive its performance fees in restricted shares

of our common stock and as result we paid performance fees of $11.8 million through the issuance of restricted stock

rather than in cash
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Investing Activities

Our investing activities are generally comprised of real estate-related transactions purchases and sales payment of our

annual installment of deferred acquisition fees to the advisor and capitalized property-related costs During 2010 we used

$24.3 million primarily to fund construction costs for build to suit project and an expansion project The build-to-suit proj

ect was placed into service in September 2010 We also used $7.8 million to provide financing to the
developer of domestic

build-to-suit project In January 2010 we paid our annual installment of deferred acquisition
fees to the advisor which

totaled $6.3 million

Financing Activities

In addition to making scheduled mortgage principal payments and paying distributions to shareholders and
noncontrolling

interests during 2010 we used $29J million to prepay non recourse mortgage loan with variable interest rate which we

refinanced with new non-recourse debt of $29.0 million at fixed interest rate and term of 10 years We also obtained mort

gage financing of $7.9 million on an international property which bears interest at fixed rate but has an interest rate reset

feature and term of 10 years Also we used $15.4 million to repurchase our shares through redemption plan that allows

shareholders to sell shares back to us subject to certain limitations as described below

We maintain quarterly redemption plan pufsuant to which we may at the discretion of our board of directors redeem

shares of our common stock from shareholders seeking liquidity The terms of the plan
limit the number of shares we may

redeem so that the shares we redeem in any quarter together with the aggregate number of shares redeemed in the preceding

three fiscal quarters does not exceed maximum of 5% of our total shares outstanding as of the last day of the immediately

preceding quarter At December 31 2010 redemptions totaled approximately 1.5% of total shares outstanding In addi

tion our ability to effect redemptions is subject to our having available cash to do so If we have sufficient funds to purchase

some but not all of the shares offered to us for redemption in particular quarter or if the shares offered for redemption in

quarter would exceed the 5% limitation shares will be redeemed on pro rata basis subject in all cases to the discretion of

our board of directors Requests not fulfilled in quarter and not revoked by the shareholder will automatically be carried

forward to the next quarter unless our board of directors determines otherwise and will receive priority over requests made

in the relevant quartet

For the year ended December 31 2010 we received requests to redeem 1818246 shares of our common stock pursuant to

our redemption plan and we redeemed these requests at an average price per share of $8.49 We funded share redemptions

during 2010 from the proceeds of the sale of shares of our common stock pursuant to our distribution reinvestment and share

purchase plan

Adjusted Cash Flow from Operating Activities

Adjusted
cash flow from operating activities is non-GAAP financial measure we use to evaluate our business For defini

tion of adjusted cash flow from operating activities and reconciliation to cash flow from operating activities see Supplemental

Financial Measures below

Our adjusted cash flow from operating activities was relatively unchanged in 2010 compared to 2009 increasing $0.4 million

from $114.2 million for the year ended December 31 2009 as compared to $114.6 million for 2010
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SUMMARY OF FINANCING

The table below summarizes our non-recourse long-term debt dollars in thousands

2010 2009

Balance

Fixed rate 1331869 $1385550

Variable rate

Total

37379 60339

1369248 1445889

Percent of total debt

Fixed rate 97% 96%

Variable ratea 3% 4%

100% 100%

Weighted average interest rate at end of year

Fixed rate

Variable ratea 5.6% 6.0%

Variable rate debt at December 3t 2010 included $3.8 millian that has been effectively canveeted tea fixed rate thraugh an interest ratr swap derivative instrnment and $33.6 millinn in nan rernurse mart

gagr
lean ebligatians that bare intrrest at fixed rates bet that have interett rate reset features that may change the interest rates te then prevailing market fixed rates sabect tn specific caps at certain paints dnrsng

thrir term At December 3t 2010 we have ear ann receurse mortgage lean ebligatien
with an interest reset feature that

is schednied ta reset te 5.32% the first
quarter

nf 2$ tl Na ether mterrst rate resets er

rxpsratinns at interest rate
swaps er caps are scheduled tn eccur daring the neat twelve months

CASH RESOURCES

At December 31 2010 our cash resources consisted of cash and cash equivalents of $59.0 million Of this amount $40.0 mil

lion at then current exchange rates was held in foreign bank accounts and we could be subject to restrictions or significant

costs should we decide to repatriate these amounts We also had unleveraged properties that had an aggregate carrying value

of $190.9 million although there can be no assurance that we would be able to obtain financing for these properties Our cash

resources can be used to fund future investments as well as for working capital needs and other commitments

CASH REQUIREMENTS

During 2011 we expect that cash requirements will include paying distributions to shareholders and to our affiliates who hold

noncontrolling interests in entities we control making scheduled mortgage principal payments and funding expansion commit

ments that we currently estimate to total $3.6 million as well as other normal recurring operating expenses We have no balloon

payments due on our consolidated investments until 2014 however our share of balloon payments due in 2011 on our uncon

solidated ventures totals $7.9 million See below for cash requirements related to the Proposed Merger

Expected Impact of Proposed Merger

If approved we currently expect the Proposed Merger to have the following impact on our liquidity and results of operations

beginning in the second quarter of 2011 however there can be no assurance that these transactions wifi be completed during

this time frame or at all

Our board of directors and the board of directors of CPAn 14 each have the ability but not the obligation to terminate the

transaction if more than 50% of the shareholders of CPAn 14 elect to receive cash in the Proposed Merger Assuming that hold

ers of 50% of CPAn 14s outstanding stock elect to receive cash in the Proposed Merger then the maximum cash required by us

to purchase these shares would be approximately $416.1 million based on the total shares of CPK 14 outstanding at December

31 2010 If the cash on hand and available to us and CPAn 14 including the expected proceeds from the sale of certain assets

by CPK 14 and new $300.0 million senior credit facility is not sufficient to enable us to fulfill cash elections in the Proposed

Merger by CPAn 14 shareholders WPC has agreed to purchase sufficient number of shares of our stock from us to enable us to

pay such amounts to CPA14 shareholders

DECEMBER 31
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OFF-BALANCE SHEET ARRANGEMENTS AND CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS

The table below summarizes our debt off-balance sheet arrangements
and other contractual obligations at December 31 2010

and the effect that these arrangements and obligations are expected to have on our liquidity
and cash flow in the

specified future

periods in thousands

LESS THAN MORE THAN
YEAR 13 YEARS YEARSTOTAL 3S YEARS

Non recourse debt_principala 1369248 25685 58927 218080 1066556

Deferred acquisition fees principal 2700 1911 789

Interest on borrowings and deferred acquisition

feesl 530317 80178 156047 141109 152983

Subordinated disposition feesc 1013 1013

Build-to-suit commitmentsd 3622 3622

Operating and other lease commitmentse 54422 1744 3508 3490 45680

1961322 113140 219271 363692 1265219

Excludes $2.0 million olunamuesizod discosmt on non recourse loan thut we purchased back from the lender

Inseeess oo ax uobedged vaeiable rote debt obbgattoo wm calculated usmg the variable inteeesl rate and balaoce
outstanding at December 31 2010

Payable to the advisor subject to meeting contingencies c000ectiao with
any lsqmdtty eveot There can be oa assurance that any liqoidity event will be achieved in this time frame

Repeeseots the remaiaing commttmeot on two expansion praerts

Operating
and other lease comsmtmeots consist primarily of trot

abllgatioos
under ground leases and our share of future miosmum rents payable under an athce cast-sharmg agreement with certain affiliates for the

purpose of leasing othcr space used for the admusistration of real estate entities Amounts under the cost-sharing agreement ore allocated among the entities based on gross revenues and are adjusted quarterly Rental

obbgatioos under ground leases art inclusive of noncootrollmg mtetests of approximately $8.5 million

Amounts in the table above related to our foreign operations are based on the exchange rate of the local currencies at

December 31 2010 At December 31 2010 we had no material capital lease obligations for which we are the lessee either

individually or in the aggregate

Proposed Merger

On December 13 2010 we and CpAn14 entered into definitive agreement regarding
the Proposed Merger We have also

agreed to use our reasonable best efforts to obtain $300.0 million senior credit facility in order to pay for cash elections in

the Proposed Merger We entered into commitment letters with five lenders in connection with this potential debt financing

however the commitment letters are subject to number of closing conditions including
the lenders satisfactory completion

of due diligence and determination that no material adverse change in us has occurred and there can be no assurance that we

will be able to obtain the credit facility on acceptable terms or at all

In the Proposed Merger CPAu 14 shareholders will be entitled to receive $11.50 per share the Merger Consideration which

is equal to the NAV per share of CpAn14 as of September 30 2010 The Merger Consideration will be paid to shareholders

of CPAn 14 at their election in either cash or combination of $1.00 per share special
cash distribution and 1.1932 shares

of our common stock which equates to $10.50 based on our $8.80 per share NAV as of September 30 2010 The advisor

computed these NAVs internally relying in part upon third-party valuation of each companys real estate portfolio and

indebtedness as of September 30 2010 Our board of directors and the board of directors of CPAn14 each have the ability

but not the obligation to terminate the transaction if more than 50% of the shareholders of CPAu 14 elect to receive cash

in the Proposed Merger Assuming that holders of 50% of CPK14s outstanding stock elect to receive cash in the Proposed

Merger then the maximum cash required by us to purchase these shares would be approximately $416.1 million based on the

total shares of CPAn14 outstanding at December 31 2010 If the cash on hand and available to us and CpAn14 including the

expected proceeds from the sales of certain assets by CPK 14 and new $300.0 million senior credit facility is not sufficient

to enable us to fulfill cash elections in the Proposed Merger by CPAn 14 shareholders WPC has agreed to purchase sufficient

number of shares of our common stock to enable us to pay such amounts to CPK 14 shareholders
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Hellweg Transaction

As noted in Results of
Operations above we together

with our advisor and certain of our affiliates acquired two related

investments in 2007 in which we have total effective ownership interest of 26% and that we consolidate as we are the

managing member of the ventures the Hellweg transaction The primary purpose of these investments was to ultimately

acquire an interest in the underlying properties and as such was structured to effectively transfer the economics of ownership

to

us and our affiliates while still monetizing the sales value by transferring the legal ownership in the underlying properties

over time

In connection with the
acquisition the property venture agreed to three option agreements that give the property venture the

right to purchase from our partner the remaining 75.3% direct and indirect interest in the limited partnership at price

equal to the principal amount of the note receivable at the time of purchase In November 2010 the property venture exer

cised the first of its three options and acquired from our partner 70% direct interest in the limited partnership for $297.3

million thus owning direct and indirect 94.7% interest in the limited partnership The property venture has assignable

option agreements to acquire the remaining direct and indirect 5.3% interest in the limited partnership by October 2012 If

the
property venture does not exercise its option agreements our partner has option agreements to put its remaining interests

in the limited partnership to the property venture during 2014 at price equal to the principal amount of the note receivable

at the time of purchase As of the date of this Report under the terms of the note receivable the lending venture will receive

interest income that
approximates 5.3% of all income earned by the limited partnership less adjustments At December 31

2010 our total effective ownership interest in the ventures was 26%

Upon exercise of the relevant purchase option or the put in order to avoid circular transfers of cash the seller and the lend

ing venture and the
property venture agreed that the lending venture or the seller may elect upon exercise of the respective

purchase option or put option to have the loan from the lending venture to the seller repaid by deemed transfer of cash The

deemed transfer will be in amounts necessary to fully satisfy the sellers obligations to the lending venture and the lending

venture will be deemed to have transferred such funds up to us and our affiliates as if they
had been recontributed down into

the
property venture based on their

pro rata ownership Accordingly at December 31 2010 based on the exchange rate of the

Euro at that date the
only additional cash required by us to fund the exercise of the purchase option or the

put would be the

pro rata amounts necessary to redeem the advisors interest the aggregate of which would be approximately $0.5 million with

our share approximating $0.1 million
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Equity Investments in Real Estate

We have investments in unconsolidated ventures that own single-tenant properties net leased to corporations Generally the

underlying investments are jointly-owned with our affiliates Summarized financial information for these ventures and our

ownership interest in the ventures at December 31 2010 is presented below Summarized financial information provided rep-

resents the total amount attributable to the ventures and does not represent our proportionate share dollars in thousands

LESSEE OWNERSHIP INTEREST AT TOTAL THIRD- DEBT
DECEMBER 31 2010 TOTAL ASSETS PARTY DEBT MATURITY DATE

Thales 35% $22977 23604 7/2011

U-Haul Moving Partners Inc and Mercury Partners L.P 31% 286824 160191 5/2014

Actuant Corporationa 50% 16716 10855 5/2014

Tietofinator Plcs 40% 88018 68321 7/2014

The New York Times Company 27% 241845 116684 9/2014

Pohjola Non-life Insurance Company 40% 93439 78068 1/2015

Hellweg Die Profi-Baumarkte GmbH Co KG Hellweg 25% 179610 94381 5/20 15

Actebis Peacock GmbH.a 30% 47354 29095 7/20 15

Frontier Spinning Mills Inc 40% 39267 22986 8/20 16

Consolidated Systems Inc 40% 16794 11369 11/2016

Barth Europa Transporte e.K/MSR Technologies GmbH

formerly Lindenmaier A.G.11 33% 17081 11583 10/2017

OBI 25% 189520 155356 3/20 18

Police Prefecture French Government 50% 98406 82882 8/2020

Schuler A.G 33% 68198 N/A

1406049 865375

Dollar amounts shown are based no the applicable exchaoge rate of the foreign cneeency at December 31 201g

Environmental Obligations

In connection with the purchase of many of our properties we required the sellers to perform environmental reviews We

believe based on the results of these reviews that our properties were in substantial compliance with Federal and state envi

ronmental statutes at the time the properties were acquired However portions of certain properties have been subject to some

degree of contamination principally in connection with leakage from underground storage tanks surface spifis or other on site

activities In most instances where contamination has been identified tenants are actively engaged in the remediation process

and addressing identified conditions Tenants are generally subject to environmental statutes and regulations regarding the

discharge of hazardous materials and any related remediation obligations In addition our leases generally require tenants to

indemnify us from all liabilities and losses related to the leased properties with provisions of such indemnification specifically

addressing environmental matters The leases generally include provisions that allow for periodic environmental assessments

paid for by the tenant and allow us to extend leases until such time as tenant has satisfied its environmental obligations Cer

tain of our leases allow us to require financial assurances from tenants such as performance bonds or letters of credit if the costs

of remediating environmental conditions are in our estimation in excess of specified amounts Accordingly we believe that the

ultimate resolution of environmental matters should not have material adverse effect on our financial condition liquidity or

results of operations

Critical Accounting Estimates

Our significant accounting policies are described in Note to the consolidated financial statements Many of these accounting

policies require judgment and the use of estimates and assumptions when applying these policies in the preparation of our con

solidated financial statements On quarterly basis we evaluate these estimates and judgments based on historical experience as

well as other factors that we believe to be reasonable under the circumstances These estimates are subject to change in the future

if underlying assumptions or factors change Certain accounting policies while significant may not require the use of estimates

Those accounting policies that require significant estimation and/or judgment are listed below
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CLASSIFICATION OF REAL ESTATE LEASES

We classify our leases for financial reporting purposes at the inception of lease or when significant lease terms are amended as

either real estate leased under operating leases or net investment in direct financing leases This classification is based on several

criteria including but not limited to estimates of the remaining economic life of the leased assets and the calculation of the

present
value of future minimum rents We estimate remaining economic life relying in part upon third-party appraisals of the

leased

assets We calculate the present value of future minimum rents using the leases implicit interest rate which requires an

estimate of the residual value of the leased assets as of the end of the non cancelable lease term Estimates of residual values are

generally determined by us relying in part upon third party appraisals Different estimates of residual value result in different

implicit interest rates and could possibly affect the financial reporting classification of leased assets The contractual terms of our

leases are not necessarily different for operating and direct financing leases however the classification is based on accounting

pronouncements that are intended to indicate whether the risks and rewards of ownership are retained by the lessor or sub-

stantially transferred to the lessee We believe that we retain certain risks of ownership regardless of accounting classification

Assets related to leases classified as net investment in direct financing leases are not depreciated but are written down to expected

residual value over the lease term Therefore the classification of leases may have significant impact on net income even though

it has no effect on cash flows

IDENTIFICATION OF TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS IN CONNECTION WITH REAL ESTATE ACQUISITIONS

In connection with our acquisition of properties accounted for as operating leases we allocate purchase costs to tangible and

intangible assets and liabilities acquired based on their estimated fair values We determine the value of tangible assets consisting

of land and buildings as if vacant and record intangible assets including the above and below-market value of leases the value

of in-place leases and the value of tenant relationships at their relative estimated fair values

We determine the value attributed to tangible assets in part using discounted cash flow model that is intended to approximate

both what third
party would pay to purchase the vacant property and rent at current estimated market rates In applying

the

model we assume that the disinterested party would sell the property at the end of an estimated market lease term Assumptions

used in the model are property-specific where this information is available however when certain necessary
information is not

available we use available regional and property type information Assumptions and estimates include discount rate or internal

rate of return marketing period necessary to put lease in place carrying costs during the marketing period leasing commis

sions and tenant improvements allowances market rents and growth factors of these rents market lease term and
cap rate to

be applied to an estimate of market rent at the end of the market lease term

We acquire properties subject to net leases and determine the value of above-market and below-market lease intangibles based

on the difference between the contractual rents to be paid pursuant to the leases negotiated
and in place at the time of acquisi

tion of the properties and ii our estimate of fair market lease rates for the property or similarproperty
both of which are

measured over period eqilal to the estimated market lease term We discount the difference between the estimated market rent

and contractual rent to present value using an interest rate reflecting our current assessment of the risk associated with the

lease acquired which includes consideration of the credit of the lessee Estimates of market rent are generally determined by

us relying in part upon third-party appraisal obtained in connection with the property acquisition
and can include estimates of

market rent increase factors which are generally provided in the appraisal or by local brokers

We evaluate the specific characteristics of each tenants lease and any pre-existing relationship with each tenant in determining

the value of in-place lease and tenant relationship intangibles To determine the value of in-place lease intangibles we consider

estimated market rent estimated
carrying costs of the

property during hypothetical expected lease-up period current mar

ket conditions and costs to execute similarleases Estimated carrying costs include real estate taxes insurance other
property

operating costs and estimates of lost rentals at market rates during the hypothetical expected lease-up periods based on assess

ments of specific market conditions In determining the value of tenant relationship intangibles we consider the expectation of

lease renewals the nature and extent of our existing relationship with the tenant prospects for developing new business with the

tenant and the tenants credit profile We also consider estimated costs to execute new lease including estimated leasing com

missions and legal costs as well as estimated carrying costs of the property during hypothetical expected
lease up period We

determine these values
using our estimates or by relying in part upon third party appraisals
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BASIS OF CONSOLIDATION

When we obtain an economic interest in an entity we evaluate the
entity to determine if it is deemed variable interest entity

VIE and if so whether we are deemed to be the primary beneficiary and are therefore required to consolidate the entity

Significant judgment is required to determine whether VIE should be consolidated We review the contractual arrangements

provided for in the partnership agreement or other related contracts to determine whether the
entity is considered VIE under

current authoritative accounting guidance and to establish whether we have any variable interests in the VIE We then compare

our variable interests if any to those of the other variable interest holders to determine which party is the primary beneficiary of

VIE based on whether the entity has the power to direct the activities that most significantly impact the economic perfor

mance of the VIE and ii has the obligation to absorb losses or the right to receive benefits of the VIE that could potentially be

significant to the VIE

For an entity that is not considered to be VIE the general partners in limited partnership or similarentity are presumed

to control the entity regardless of the level of their ownership and accordingly may be required to consolidate the entity We
evaluate the partnership agreements or other relevant contracts to determine whether there are provisions in the agreements that

would overcome this presumption If the
agreements provide the limited

partners with either the substantive ability to dis

solve or liquidate the limited partnership or otherwise remove the
general partners without cause or ii substantive participating

rights the limited partners rights overcome the presumption of control by general partner of the limited
partnership and

therefore the general partner must account for its investment in the limited
partnership using

the
equity method of accounting

When we obtain an economic interest in an entity that is structured at the date of acquisition as tenant-in-common interest

we evaluate the tenancy in-common agreements or other relevant documents to ensure that the
entity does not qualify as VIE

and does not meet the control requirement required for consolidation We also use judgment in determining whether the shared

decision-making involved in tenant-in-common interest investment creates an opportunity for us to have significant influence

on the operating and financial decisions of these investments and thereby creates some responsibility by us for return on our

investment We account for tenancy-in-common interests under the
equity method of accounting

IMPAIRMENTS

On quarterly basis we assess whether there are any indicators that the value of our long-lived assets may be impaired or

that their carrying value may not be recoverable These impairment indicators include but are not limited to the vacancy of

property that is not subject to lease lease default by tenant that is experiencing
financial difficulty the termination of

lease by tenant or the rejection of lease in bankruptcy proceeding We may incur impairment charges on long-lived assets

including real estate direct financing leases assets held for sale and equity investments in real estate We may also incur impair

ment charges on marketable securities Estimates and judgments used when evaluating whether these assets are impaired are

presented below

Real Estate

For real estate assets in which an impairment indicator is identified we follow two step process to determine whether an asset

is impaired and to determine the amount of the charge First we compare the
carrying

value of the
property to the future net

undiscounted cash flow that we expect the
property

wifi
generate including any estimated proceeds from the eventual sale of the

property The undiscounted cash flow analysis requires us to make our best estimate of market rents residual values and hold

ing periods We estimate market rents and residual values using market information from outside sources such as broker
quotes

or recent comparable sales In cases where the available market information is not deemed appropriate we perform future net

cash flow analysis discounted for inherent risk associated with each asset to determine an estimated fair value As our investment

objective is to hold properties on long-term basis holding periods used in the undiscounted cash flow analysis generally range

from five to ten years Depending on the assumptions made and estimates used the future cash flow projected in the evaluation

of long lived assets can vary
within

range
of outcomes We consider the likeithood of possible outcomes in determining the

best possible estimate of future cash flows If the future net undiscounted cash flow of the property is less than the carrying value

the property is considered to be impaired We then measure the loss as the excess of the carrying
value of the

property over its

estimated fair value The propertys estimated fair value is primarily determined using market information from outside sources

such as broker quotes or recent comparable sales
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Direct Financing Leases

We review our direct
financing leases at least annually to determine whether there has been an other-than-temporary decline in

the current estimate of residual value of the property The residual value is our estimate of what we could realize upon the sale

of the
property at the end of the lease term based on market information from outside sources such as broker quotes or recent

comparable sales If this review indicates that decline in residual value has occurred that is other-than-temporary we recognize

an impairment charge and revise the accounting for the direct financing lease to reflect portion of the future cash flow from the

lessee as return of
principal rather than as revenue While we evaluate direct financing leases if there are any indicators that the

residual value may be impaired the evaluation of direct financing lease can be affected by changes in long term market condi

tions even though the obligations of the lessee are being met

Assets Held for Sale

We classify real estate assets that are accounted for as operating leases as held for sale when we have entered into contract to

sell the
property

all material due diligence requirements have been satisfied and we believe it is probable that the disposition

will occur within one year When we classify an asset as held for sale we calculate its estimated fair value as the expected sale

price
less expected selling costs We base the expected sale price on the contract and the expected selling costs on information

provided by brokers and
legal counsel We then compare the assets estimated fair value to its carrying value and if the estimated

fair value is less than the
propertys carrying value we reduce the carrying value to the estimated fair value We wifi continue to

review the
property

for
subsequent changes in the estimated fair value and may recognize an additional impairment charge if

warranted

If circumstances arise that we previously considered unlikely and as result we decide not to sell property previously clas

sified as held for sale we reclassify the property as held and used We measure and record property
that is reclassified as held

and used at the lower of its carrying amount before the
property was classified as held for sale adjusted for any depreciation

expense
that would have been

recognized
had the

property been continuously classified as held and used or ii the estimated

fair value at the date of the subsequent decision not to sell

Equity Investments in Real Estate

We evaluate our equity investments in real estate on periodic basis to determine if there are any indicators that the value of

our equity investment may be impaired and to establish whether or not that impairment is other than temporary To the extent

impairment has occurred we measure the charge as the excess of the
carrying

value of our investment over its estimated fair

value which is determined by multiplying the estimated fair value of the underlying ventures net assets by our ownership inter

est percentage
For our unconsolidated ventures in real estate we calculate the estimated fair value of the underlying ventures

real estate or net investment in direct financing lease as described in Real Estate and Direct Financing Leases above The fair

value of the underlying ventures debt if any is calculated based on market interest rates and other market information The fair

value of the underlying ventures other financial assets and liabilities excluding net investment in direct financing leases have

fair values that approximate their
carrying

values

Marketable Securities

We evaluate our marketable securities for impairment if decline in estimated fair value below cost basis is considered other

than temporary In determining whether the decline is other-than temporary we consider the underlying cause of the decline

in value the estimated
recovery period the severity and duration of the decline as well as whether we plan to sell the security or

wifi more likely than not be required to sell the security before
recovery of its cost basis If we determine that the decline is other

than-temporary we record an impairment charge to reduce our cost basis to the estimated fair value of the security Beginning

in 2009 the credit component of an other than-temporary impairment is recognized in earnings
while the non-credit compo

nent is recognized in Other comprehensive income OCI Prior to 2009 all portions of other-than-temporary impairments

were recorded in earnings

PROVISION FOR UNCOLLECTED AMOUNTS FROM LESSEES

On an ongoing basis we assess our ability to collect rent and other tenant-based receivables and determine an appropriate allow

ance for uncollected amounts Because we have limited number of lessees 20 lessees represented 69% of lease revenues during

2010 we believe that it is necessary to evaluate the collØctabiity of these receivables based on the facts and cifcumstances of
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each situation rather than solely using statistical methods Therefore in recognizing our provision for uncollected rents and

other tenant receivables we evaluate actual past due amounts and make subjective judgments as to the collectabllity of those

amounts based on factors including but not limited to our knowledge of lessees circumstances the age of the receivables the

tenants credit profile and prior experience with the tenant Even if lessee has been making payments we may reserve for the

entire receivable amount from the lessee if we believe there has been significant or continuing deterioration in the lessees ability

to meet its lease obligations

INTEREST CAPITALIZED IN CONNECTION WITH REAL ESTATE UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Operating real estate is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation Interest directly related to build-to-suit projects are capi

talized Interest capitalized in 2010 2009 and 2008 was $2.8 mfflion $2.4 million and $2.4 million respectively We consider

build-to-suit project as substantially completed upon the completion of improvements If portions of project are substantially

completed and occupied and other portions have not yet reached that stage the substantially completed portions are accounted

for separately We allocate costs incurred between the portions under construction and the portions substantially completed and

only capitalize those costs associated with the portion under construction We do not have credit facility and determine an

interest rate to be applied for capitalizing interest based on an average rate on our outstanding non-recourse mortgage debt

INCOME TAXES

We have elected to be treated as REIT under Sections 856 through 860 of the Internal Revenue Code In order to maintain our

quallfication as REIT we are required to among other things distribute at least 90% of our REIT net taxable income to our

shareholders excluding net capital gains and meet certain tests regarding the nature of our income and assets As REIT we

are not subject to U.S federal income tax with respect to the portion of our income that meets certain criteria and is distributed

annually to shareholders Accordingly no provision for U.S federal income taxes is included in the consolidated financial state

ments with respect to these operations We believe we have operated and we intend to continue to operate in manner that

allows us to continue to meet the requirements for taxation as REIT Many of these requirements however are highly technical

and complex If we were to fail to meet these requirements we would be subject to U.S federal income tax

We conduct business in various states and municipalities within the U.S and internationally and as result we or one or more

of our subsidiaries file income tax returns in the U.S federal jurisdiction and various state and certain foreign jurisdictions As

result we are subject to certain state local and foreign taxes and provision for such taxes is included in the consolidated finan

cial statements

Significant judgment is required in determining our tax provision and in evaluating our tax positions We establish tax reserves

in accordance using benefit recognition model which we believe could result in greater amount of benefit and lower

amount of reserve being initially recognized in certain circumstances Provided that the tax position is deemed more likely than

not of being sustained we recognize the largest amount of tax benefit that is greater than 50 percent likely of being ultimately

realized upon settlement The tax position must be derecognized when it is no longer more likely than not of being sustained

We have elected to treat certain of our corporate subsidiaries as TRS In general TRS may perform additional services for

our tenants and generally may engage in any real estate or non-real estate related business except for the operation or manage-

ment of health care facilities or lodging facilities or providing to any person under franchise license or otherwise rights to any

brand name under which any lodging facility or health care facility is operated TRS is subject to corporate federal income

tax Our TRS subsidiaries own hotels that are managed on our behalf by third-party hotel management companies

Our earnings and profits which determine the taxability of dividends to shareholders differ from net income reported for

financial reporting purposes due primarily to differences in depreciation including hotel properties for federal income tax

purposes Deferred income taxes relate primarily to our TRSs and are accounted for using the asset and liability method Under

this method deferred income taxes are recognized for temporary differences between the financial reporting bases of assets and

liabilities of our TRSs and their respective tax bases and for their operating loss and tax credit carry forwards based on enacted

tax rates expected to be in effect when such amounts are realized or settled However deferred tax assets are recognized only

to the extent that it is more likely than not that they will be realized based on consideration of available evidence including tax

planning strategies and other factors
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Although our TRSs may operate at profit for federal income tax purposes in future periods we cannot quantify the value of

our deferred tax assets with certainty Therefore any deferred tax assets have been reserved as we have not concluded that it is

more likely than not that these deferred tax assets will be realizable

Supplemental Financial Measures

In the real estate industry analysts and investors employ certain supplemental non-GAAP measures in order to facilitate

meaningful comparisons between periods and among peer companies Additionally in the formulation of our goals and in the

evaluation of the effectiveness of our strategies we employ the use of supplemental non-GAAP measures which are uniquely

defined by our management We believe these measures are useful to investors to consider because they may assist them to bet

ter understand and measure the performance of our business over time and against similarcompanies description of these

non-GAAP financial measures and reconciiations to the most directly comparable GAAP measures are provided below

Funds from Operations as Adjusted

Funds from Operations FF0 is non GAAP measure defined by the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts

NAREIT NAREIT defines FF0 as net income or loss as computed in accordance with GAAP excluding depreciation and

amortization expense from real estate assets gains or losses from sales of depreciated real estate assets and extraordinary items

however FF0 related to assets held for sale soldor otherwise transferred and included in the results of discontinued
operations

are included These adjustments also incorporate the pro rata share of unconsolidated subsidiaries FF0 is used by management
investors and analysts to facilitate meaningful comparisons of operating performance between periods

and among our peers

Although NAREIT has published this definition of FF0 real estate companies often modify this definition as they seek to pro

vide financial measures that meaningfully reflect their distinctive operations

We modify the NAREIT computation of FF0 to include other adjustments to GAAP net income for certain non-cash charges

where applicable such as gains or losses on extinguishment of debt and deconsolidation of subsidiaries amortization of intan

gibles straight line rents impairment charges on real estate and unrealized foreign currency exchange gains
and losses We

refer to our modified definition of FF0 as Funds from Operations as Adjusted or AFF0 and we employ it as one measure

of our operating performance when we formulate corporate goals and evaluate the effectiveness of our strategies We exclude

these items from GAAP net income as they are not the primary drivers in our decision-making process
Our assessment of our

operations is focused on long-term sustainability and not on such non cash items which may cause short-term fluctuations in

net income but have no impact on cash flows As result we believe that AFFO is useful supplemental measure for investors

to consider because it wifi help them to better understand and measure the performance of our business over time without the

potentially distorting impact of these short term fluctuations
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FF0 and AFFO for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 are presented below in thousands

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 2008

NET INCOME LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO CPA16GLOBAL SHAREHOLDERS $32007 2540 $20247

Adjustments

Depreciation and amortization of real property 48368 48206 45757

Loss gain on sale of real estate 78 7634 136

Proportionate share of adjustments to equity in net income of partially owned entities

to arrive at FF0

Depreciation and amortization of real property 8563 9470 10292

Gain on sale of real estate 3958

Proportionate share of adjustments for noncontroffing interests to arrive at FF0 10457 10413 9102

TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS 46552 35671 46811

FF0AS DEFINED BY NAREIT 78559 33131 67058

Adjustments

Gain on deconsolidation of subsidiary 7082

Gain on extinguishment of debt 879 8825

Other depreciation amortization and non-cash charges 237 413 3368

Straight-line and other rent adjustments 260 1227 1732

Impairment charges 9808 55958 890

Proportionate share of adjustments to equity in net income of partially owned

entities to arrive at AFFO
Other depreciation amortization and non-cash charges 163 117

Straight-line and other rent adjustments 247 178 457

Impairment charges 1046 5065 3071

Loss on extinguishment of debt 726

Proportionate share of adjustments for noncontrolling interests to arrive at AFFO 2833 10345 2533

TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS 210 43878 8704

AFFO 78349 77009 75762

ADJUSTED CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Adjusted cash flow from operating activities refers to our cash flow from operating activities as computed in accordance with

GAAP adjusted where applicable primarily to add cash distributions that we receive from our investments in unconsoli

dated real estate joint ventures in excess of our equity income subtract cash distributions that we make to our noncontrolling

partners in real estate joint ventures that we consolidate and eliminate changes in working capital We hold number of

interests in real estate joint ventures and we believe that adjusting our GAAP cash flow provided by operating activities to

reflect these actual cash receipts and cash payments as well as eliminating the effect of timing differences between the
pay-

ment of certain liabilities and the receipt of certain receivables in period other than that in which the item is recognized

may give investors additional information about our actual cash flow that is not incorporated in cash flow from operating

activities as defined by GAAP

We believe that adjusted cash flow from operating activities is useful supplemental measure for assessing the cash flow

generated from our core operations as it gives investors important information about our liquidity that isnot provided within

cash flow from operations as defined by GAAP and we use this measure when evaluating distributions to shareholders
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Adjusted cash flow from operating activities for the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 is presented below in

thousands

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 200B

Cash flow provided by operating activities 121340 119879 $117435

Adjustments

Distributions received from equity investments in real estate in excess of equity income net 5245 8645 10721

Distributions paid to noncontrolling interests net 11755 15585 5980

Changes in working capitala 247 1286 6301

Adjusted cash flow from operating activities 114583 114225 115875

Distributions declared 82556 81322 79776

In 2009 an adustment to exclude the impact of escrow hands was meroduced to our adutted
cash flow from operatmg activities supplemental measure as more often than not these hands are released to the lender

While we believe our FF0 AFFO and Adjusted cash flow from operating activities are important supplemental measures

they should not be considered as alternatives to net income as an indication of companys operating performance or to

cash flow from operating activities as measure of liquidity These non-GAAP measures should be used in conjunction with

net income and cash flow from
operating activities as defined by GAAP FF0 AFFO and Adjusted cash flow from operating

activities or similarlytitled measures disclosed by other REITs may not be comparable to our FF0 AFFO and Adjusted cash

flow from operating activities measures
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Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures

About Market Risk

MARKET RISKS

Market risk is the exposure to loss
resulting

from changes in interest rates foreign

currency exchange rates and equity prices
The primary risks to which we are

exposed are interest rate risk and foreign currency exchange risk We are also

exposed to market risk as result of concentrations in certain tenant industries

We do not generally use derivative instruments to manage foreign currency

exchange rate risk
exposure and do not use derivative instruments to hedge credit

market risks or for speculative purposes However from time to time we may
enter into foreign currency forward contracts to hedge our foreign currency cash

flow exposures

INTEREST RATE RISK

The value of our real estate and related fixed-rate debt
obligations is subject to

fluctuations based on changes in interest rates The value of our real estate is

also subject to fluctuations based on local and regional economic conditions

and
changes in the creditworthiness of lessees all of which may affect our ability

to refinance property-level mortgage debt when balloon payments are sched

uled Interest rates are highly sensitive to many factors including governmental

monetary and tax policies domestic and international economic and
political

conditions and other factors beyond our control An increase in interest rates

would likely cause the value of our owned assets to decrease Increases in interest

rates may also have an impact on the credit profile of certain tenants

Although we have not experienced any credit losses on investments in loan

participations in the event of significant rising interest rate environment loan

defaults could occur and result in our recognition
of credit losses which could

adversely affect our liquidity and operating results Further such defaults could

have an adverse effect on the spreads between interest earning assets and interest

bearing liabilities

We are exposed to the impact of interest rate changes primarily through our bor

rowing activities To limit this exposure we attempt to obtain mortgage financing

on long-term fixed-rate basis However from time to time we or our venture

partners may obtain variable-rate non-recourse mortgage loans and as result

may enter into interest rate swap agreements or interest rate cap agreements

with lenders that effectively convert the variable-rate debt service obligations of

the loan to fixed rate Interest rate swaps are agreements in which one party

exchanges stream of interest payments for counterpartys stream of cash flow

over specific period and interest rate caps limit the borrowing rate of variable-

rate debt obligations while allowing participants to share in downward shifts

in interest rates These interest rate swaps and caps are derivative instruments

designated as cash flow hedges on the forecasted interest payments on the debt

obligation The notional or face amount on which the swaps or caps are based is

not exchanged Our objective in using these derivatives is to limit our exposure

to interest rate movements We estimate that the net fair value of our interest

rate swap which is included in Accounts payable accrued expenses and other

liabilities in the consolidated financial statements was liability of $0.4 million at

December 31 2010 In addition two unconsolidated ventures in which we have

interests ranging from 25% to 27.25% had an interest rate swap and an interest
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rate cap with net estimated fair value liability of $9.5 million in the aggregate representing the total amount attributable to

the ventures not our proportionate share at December 31 2010

In connection with the Hellweg transaction two ventures in which we have total effective ownership interest of 26%
which we consolidate obtained participation rights in two interest rate swaps obtained by the lender of the non-recourse

mortgage financing on the transaction The participation rights are deemed to be embedded credit derivatives For the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 the embedded credit derivatives generated unrealized losses of $0.8 million $1.1

million and $3.4 million inclusive of noncontrolling interest of $0.6 million $0.8 million and $2.7 million respectively

Because of current market volatility we are experiencing significant fluctuation in the unrealized gains or losses generated

from these derivatives and expect this trend to continue until market conditions stabilize

At December 31 2010 substantially all of our non recourse debt either bore interest at fixed rates or bore interest at fixed

rates that were scheduled to convert to then-prevailing market fixed rates at certain future points during their term The

estimated fair value of these instruments is affected by changes in market interest rates The annual interest rates on our fixed-

rate debt at December 31 2010 ranged from 4.4% to 7.7% The annual interest rates on our variable-rate debt at December

31 2010 ranged from 5.2% to 6.7% Our debt obligations are more fully described in Financial Condition in Item above

The following table presents principal cash flows based upon expected maturity dates of our debt obligations outstanding at

December 31 2010 in thousands

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 THEREAFTER TOTAL FAIR VALUE

Fixed rate debt 25069 27191 30275 93534 122779 $1033021 $1331869 1278751

Variable-rate debt 616 706 755 848 919 33535 37379 36017

The estimated fair value of our fixed-rate debt and our variable-rate debt that currently bears interest at fixed rates or has

effectively been converted to fixed rate through the use of interest rate swaps or caps is affected by changes in interest rates

decrease or increase in interest rates of 1% would change the estimated fair value of such debt at December 31 2010 by an

aggregate increase of $70.1 million or an aggregate decrease of $65.6 million respectively This debt is generally not subject to

short-term fluctuations in interest rates As more fully described in Summary of Financing in Item above portion
of the

debt classified as variable-rate debt in the tables above bore interest at fixed rates at December 31 2010 but has interest rate

reset features that will change the fixed interest rates to then-prevailing market fixed rates at certain points in their term

FOREIGN CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATE RISK

We own investments in the European Union and other foreign countries and as result we are subject to risk from the effects

of exchange rate movements of foreign currencies primarily the Euro and British Pound Sterling and to lesser extent cer

tam other currencies whichmay affect future costs and cash flows We manage foreign currency exchange rate movements

by generally placing both our debt obligations to the lender and the tenants rental obligations to us in the same currency For

2010 Hellweg which leases properties in Germany contributed 19% of lease revenues inclusive of noncontrolling interests

We are generally net receiver of these currencies we receive more cash than we pay out and therefore our foreign opera

tions benefit from weaker U.S dollar and are adversely affected by stronger U.S dollar relative to the foreign currency

For 2010 we recognized net realized foreign currency gains of $0.4 million and net unrealized foreign currency
losses of less

than $0.1 million These gains and losses are included in Other income and expenses in the consolidated financial statements

and were primarily due to changes in the value of the foreign currency on deposits held for new investments and accrued

interest receivable on notes receivable from wholly-owned subsidiaries

We enter into foreign currency forward contracts and collars to hedge certain of our foreign currency cash flow exposures

foreign currency forward contract is commitment to deliver certain amount of currency at certain price on specific

date in the future foreign currency collar consists of purchased call option to buy and written put option to sell the

foreign currency By entering into these instruments we are locked into future currency exchange rate which limits our

exposure to the movement in foreign currency exchange rates The estimated fair value of our foreign currency collar which

is included in Accounts payable accrued expenses and pther liabilities in the consolidated financial statements was $0.1 mil

lion at December 31 2010
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We have obtained non recourse mortgage financing in the local currency To the extent that currency fluctuations increase

or decrease rental revenues as translated to dollars the change in debt service as translated to dollars will partially offset the

effect of fluctuations in revenue and to some extent mitigate the risk from changes in foreign currency rates

Scheduled future minimum rents exclusive of renewals under non-cancelable operating leases for our foreign operations

during each of the next years and thereafter are as follows in thousands

LEASE REVENtJESa 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 THEREAFTER TOTAL

Euro 65990 66062 66147 66147 66143 772618 1103107

British pound sterling 4726 4783 4851 4919 4667 69841 93787

Other foreign

currenciesb 7692 7695 7694 7694 7692 53584 92051

78408 78540 78692 78760 78502 896043 1288945

Scheduled debt service payments principal apd interest for mortgage notes payable for our foreign operations during each

of the next years and thereafter are as follows in thousands

DEBT SERVICE11 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 THEREAFTER TOTAL

Euro $40444 $40618 $41515 $81581 $43931 $512836 $760925

British pound sterling 2825 2835 2838 15348 7045 19223 50114

Other foreign

currencies 4761 4818 4768 12892 9577 29459 66275

48030 48271 49121 109821 60553 561518 877314

As result of scheduled balloon payments on non-recourse mortgage loans projected debt service obligations
exceed

pro

jected lease revenues in 2014 In 2014 balloon payments totaling $61.6 million are due on several non recourse mortgage

loans We anticipate that by 2014 we will seek to refinance certain of these loans or will use existing
cash resources to make

these payments if necessary

OTHER

We own stock warrants that were granted to us by lessees in connection with structuring initial lease transactions and that are

defined as derivative instruments because they are readily convertible to cash or provide for net settlement upon conversion

Changes in the fair value of these derivative instruments are determined using an option pricing model and are recognized

currently in earnings as gains or losses At December 31 2010 warrants issued to us were classified as derivative instruments

and had an aggregate estimated fair value of $1.3 million

Based on the applicable exchange rate at December 31 2010 Contractoal rents and debt obltgatiaaa are denominated in the functional
cnrrency

of the conatry of each property

Other carrencies consist of the Canadian dollar the Malaysian ringgit
the Swedish krona and the Thas baht
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of Corporate Property Associates

16 Global Incorporated

In our opinion the consolidated financial statements listed in the accompanying

index present fairly in all material respects the financial
position of Corporate

Property Associates 16 Global Incorporated and its subsidiaries the Company
at December 31 2010 and 2009 and the results of their

operations and their

cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31 2010 in

conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States

of America These financial statements are the responsibility of the Companys

management Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial

statements based on our audits We conducted our audits of these statements

in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight

Board United States Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit

to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free

of material misstatement An audit includes examining on test basis evidence

supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements assessing the

accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management and

evaluating the overall financial statement presentation We believe that our audits

provide reasonable basis for our opinion

WA
New York New York

March 30 2011
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Consolidated Balance Sheets

DECEMBER 31

IN THOUSANDS EXCEPT SHARE AND PER SHARE AMOUNTS 2010 2009

Assets

Investments in real estate

Real estate at cost inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated variable interest entities VIEs
of $428061 and $454311 respectively 1730421 1696872

Operating real estate at cost inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of $29219

for both periods presented 84772 83718

Accumulated depreciation inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of $38981

and $30292 respectively 155580 118833

NET INVESTMENTS IN PROPERTIES 1659613 1661757

Real estate under construction 61588

Net investment in direct financing leases inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of

$49705 and $52521 respectively 318233 342055

Assets held for sale 440

Equity investments in real estate and other 149614 158149

NET INVESTMENTS IN REAL ESTATE 2127900 2223549

Notes receivable inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of $21805 and $337397

respectively 55504 362707

Cash and cash equivalents inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of $17195 and

$14199 respectively 59012 83985

Intangible assets net inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of $25900 and

$29209 respectively 149082 162432

Funds in escrow inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of $7840 and $12339

respectively 15962 21586

Other assets net inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of $3506 and $7908

respectively 30499 34746

TOTAL ASSETS 2437959 2889005

Liabilities and Equity

Liabilities

Non-recourse debt inclusive of amounts attributable to consolidated VIEs of $426783 and

$463309 respectively 1369248 1445889

Accounts payable accrued expenses and other liabilities inclusive of amounts attributable to con-

solidated VIEs of $10241 and $14189 respectively 30875 36290

Prepaid and deferred rental income and security deposits inclusive of amounts attributable to

consolidated VIEs of $11137 and $12476 respectively 57095 58063

Due to affiliates 7759 14193

Distributions payable 20826 20346

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1485803 1574781

Redeemable noncontrolling interests 21805 337397

Commitments and contingencies Note 12
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Equity

CPA 16 Global shareholders equity

Common stock $.001 par value 250000000 shares authorized 134708674 and 129995172

shares issued respectively 135 130

Additional paid-in capital 1216565 1174230

Distributions in excess of accumulated earnings 275948 225462

Accumulated other comprehensive loss 8460 5397

932292 954295

Less treasury stock at cost 8952317 and 7134071 shares respectively 81080 65.636

TOTAL CPA 16 GLOBAL SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 851212 888659

Noncontrolling interests 79139 88168

TOTAL EQUITY 930351 976827

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 2437959 2889005

See Notes to Consolidated Finooeol Statements
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Consolidated Statements of Operations

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

IN THOUSANDS EXCEPT SHARE AND PER SHARE AMOUNTS 2010 2009 2008

Revenues

Rental income 153755 149839 146963

Interest income from direct financing
leases 27101 27448 28864

Interest income on notes receivable 25955 28796 29478

Other real estate income 24815 23660 23375

Other operating income 3133 3161 3128

234759 232904 231808

Operating Expenses

Depreciation and amortization 48706 47213 45011

Property expenses 29280 32317 31586
Other real estate expenses 18697 18064 19377

General and administrative 10423 9057 12521

Impairment charges 9808 30337 890
116914 136988 109385

Other Income and Expenses

Income from equity investment in real estate 17573 13837 8769

Other interest income 268 217 4083

Gain on extinguishment of debt 6512

Other income and expenses 88 734 1822
Interest expense 79225 80358 82636

Income before income taxes

61296 60526 71606

56549 35390 50817

Provision for income taxes

INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS

4847 5794 4169

51702 29596 46648

Discontinued Operations

Income from operations of discontinued properties 425 963 712

Gain on deconsolidation of subsidiary 7082

Gain on sale of real estate 7634

Gain on extinguishment of debt 879 2313

Impairment charges

Income loss from discontinued operations

NET INCOME

Add Net income loss attributable to noncontrolling interests

25621

7536 16637 712

59238 12959 47360

4905 8050 339
Less Net income attributable to redeemable noncontrolling interests

NET INCOME LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO CPA16 GLOBAL SHAREHOLDERS

22326 23549 26774

32007 2540 20247

Earnings Loss Per Share

Income from continuing operations attributable to CPA16 Global shareholders $0.23 0.03 0.16

Income loss from discontinued operations attributable to CPA 16

Global shareholders

NET INCOME LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO CPA16 GLOBAL SHAREHOLDERS

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SHARES OUTSTANDING

0.03 0.05 0.01

0.26 0.02 0.17

124631975 122824957 121314180

Amounts Attributable to CPA16 Global Shareholders

Income from continuing operations net of tax 28001 4055 19095

Income loss from discontinued operations net of tax 4006 6595 1152

NET INCOME LOSS 32007 2540 20247
See Notes to Coosolidated Frnoocial Stotemeots
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FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 200B

59238 12959 47360

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income Loss

IN THOUSANDS

NET INCOME

Other comprehensive Loss Income

Foreign currency
translation adjustment 34540 11613 44188

Change in unrealized loss on derivative instruments 1316 900 3968

Change in unrealized gain loss on marketable securities

COMPREHENSIVE INCOME Loss

29 28 55

35827 10685 48101

23411 23644 741

Amounts Attributable to Noncontrolling Interests

Net income loss 4905 8050 339

Foreign currency translation adjustment 3628 1860 3459

Change in unrealized gain on derivative instruments

COMPREHENSIVE INCOME LOSS A1TRIBUTABLE TO NONCONTROLLING INTERESTS

13 13
1264 6177 3120

Amounts Attributable to Redeemable Noncontrolling Interests

Net income 22326 23549 26774

Foreign currency translation adjustment

Comprehensive income attributable to redeemable noncontrolling interests

COMPREHENSIVE INCOME LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO CPA16

18329 5555 14877

3997 29104 11897

GLOBAL SHAREHOLDERS 18150 717 9518
See Notes to Coosotidated Frnaociol Statemeots
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IN THOUSANDS EXCEPT SHARE

AND PER SHARE AMOUNTS SHARES

BALANCE AT JANUARY 2008 119067110

Shares issued $001 par at $10 per

share net of offering Costs 3543833

Shares $001 par issued to the

advisor at $10 per share 1240982

Distributions declared

$06576 per share

Contributions

Distributions to noncontrolling

interests

Net income

Other comprehensive iocome loss

Foreign curreocy translation

adjustment

Change in unrealized loss on

derivative instruments

Change in unrealized gain loss

on marketable securities

Repurchase of shares

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31 2008

Shares issued $001 par at $9.80 and

$10.00 per share net of offering

costs

Shares $001 par issued to the

advisor at $9.80 per share

Distributions declared

$06621 per share

Contributions

Distributions to noncontroffing

interests

Net income

Other comprehensive income loss

Foreign currency translation

adjustment

Change in unrealized loss on

derivative instruments

Change in unrealized gain loss

on marketable securities

Repurchase of shares

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31 2009

Shares issued $001 par at $9.80 and

$9.20 per share net of offering

costs

Shares $001 par issued to the

advisor at $9.20 per share

Distributions declared

$06624 per share

Contributions

Distributions to noncontrolling

interests

Net income

Other comprehensive income loss

Foreign currency translation

adjustment

Change in unrealized loss on

derivative instruments

Change in unrealized gain loss

on marketable securities

Repurchase of shares

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31 2010

See Notes to consolidated Financial Statements

Consolidated Statements of Equity
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31 2010 2009 AND 2008

COMMON
STOCK

$121

ADDITIONAL

PAID-IN

CAPITAL

DISTRIBUTIONS

IN EXCESS OF

ACCUMULATED

EARNINGS

ACCUMULATED
OTHER TOTAL CPA16

COMPREHENSIVE TREASURY GLOBAL

INCOME LOSS STOCK SHAREHOLDERS

NON-

CONTROLLING

INTERESTS TOTAL

1085506 82481 31905 13954 $1021097 73555 $1094652

32220 32223 32223

12409 12410 12410

79704 79704 79704
24396 24396

20247 20247

8122 8122
339 20586

25852 25852 3459 29311

3968 3968 3968

55 55

16612

959896

55

16612

1046605

1786275 16612

122065650 125 1130135 141938 2140 30566 86709

3440053 32257 32261 32261

1202996 11838 11839 11839

80984 80984

24884

80984
24884

2540 2540
17248
8050

17248
10590

4198 4198 1860 6058

913 913 13 900

3847598

28
35070

28
35070

28
35070

122861101 130 1174230 225462 5397 65636 888659 88168 976827

3435991 30583 30587 30587

1277511 11752 11753 11753

82493 82493
417458

82493
417458

32007 32007

427751

4905

427751

36912

12583 12583 3628 16211

1303 1303 13 1316

1818246

29

lsM4
29

15444

29

15444
125756357 $135 $1216565 275948 8460 81080 851212 79139 930351
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

IN THOUSANDS 2010 2009 2009

Cash FlowsOperating Activities

Net income 59238 12959 47360

Adjustments to net income

Depreciation and amortization including intangible assets and deferred financing

costs 49664 49348 47800

Straight line rent adjustments amortization of rent related intangibles and

financing lease adjustments 594 3007 821

Income loss from equity investments in real estate in excess of distributions 1660 1788 3987

Issuance of shares to affiliate in satisfaction of fees due 11753 11839 12410

Realized gain loss on foreign currency transactions and other net 856 400 1407
Unrealized loss on foreign currency and derivative transactions net 768 378 3365

Gain on sale of real estate 7634 136
Gain on çleconsolidation of subsidiary 7082
Gain on extinguishment of debt 879 8825

Impairment charges 9808 55958 890

Change in other operating assets and liabilities net 661 2345

NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES 121340 119879 117435

Cash FlowsInvesting Activities

Distributions received from equity investments in real estate in excess of equity income 5245 46959 12064

Contributions to equity investments in real estate 62448 8274

Acquisition of real estate and other capital expenditures 24285 137380 150219

Funding/purchases of note receivable 7794 5978 7291
Funds placed in escrow for future acquisition and construction of real estate 485 18843

Release of funds held in escrow for acquisition and construction of real estate 1553 11122 39072

Proceeds from sale of real estate 28185 22886

Payment of deferred acquisition fees to affiliate 6261 9082 29546

VAT taxes recovered in connection with acquisition of real estate 3711

Receipt of principal payment of mortgage note receivable 301

NET CASH USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES 32026 128622 136139

Cash FlowsFinancing Activities

Distributions paid 82013 80778 79011

Distributions paid to noncontrolling interests 37593 44447 36349

Contributions from
noncontrolling interests 3534 24884 747

Proceeds from non-recourse debt financing 36946 78516 102124

Scheduled payments of non-recourse debt 21613 18747 15487

Prepayment of non-recourse debt financing 29000 34781 4312
Deferred financing costs and mortgage deposits net of deposits refunded 41 386 688
Proceeds from issuance of shares net of costs of raising capital 30587 32261 32223

Purchase of treasury stock 15444 35070 16612

NET CASH PROVIDED BY FINANCING ACTIVITIES 114637 78548 17365
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IN THOUSANDS 2010 2009 2008

Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents During the Year

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents

350 2933 1481
24973 90224 37550

Cash and cash equivalents beginning of year

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS END OF YEAR

83985 174209 211759

59012 83985 174209

See Notes to Coosolidatect Fioaociol Statemeots

NON-CASH INVESTING AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Included in the cost basis of real estate investments acquired in 2009 and 2008 are deferred acquisition fees payable

of $2.4 million and $3.4 million respectively No investments were acquired in 2010

During 2010 we and our affiliates exercised an option to acquire an additional interest in venture from an unaf

fihiated third party In this non-cash option exercise we reduced the third partys note receivable with us by $297.3

million investing activities and simultaneously reduced the noncontrolling interest held by the third party by

$297.3 million financing activities See Note

SUPPLEMENTAL CASH FLOW INFORMATION IN THOUSANDS

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 2008

Interest paid net of amounts capitalized 78462 81620 86044

Interest capitalized 2793 2446 2419

Income taxes paid 4871 3880 5717

See Notes to Coosolidated Fioaocial Statement

SUPPLEMENTAL NONCASH INVESTING ACTIVITIES IN THOUSANDS

During the first quarter of 2010 we deconsolidated subsidiary following possession by receiver in January 2010 Note

16 The following table presents the assets and liabilities of the venture on the date of consolidation

Assets

Net investments in properties 5897

Cash and cash equivalents
43

Intangible assets net 762

Other assets net 759

Total 7461

Liabilities

Non-recourse debt 13336

Accounts payable accrued
expenses

and other liabilities 1207

Total 14543

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows Continued

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31
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Notes To Consolidated Financial Statements

BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATION

Corporate Property Associates 16 Global Incorporated is publicly owned non-

listed REIT that invests in commercial properties
leased to companies domestically

and internationally As REIT we are not subject to U.S federal income taxation

as long as we satisfy certain requirements principally relating to the nature of our

income the level of our distributions and other factors We earn revenue principally

by leasing the properties we own to single corporate tenants primarily on triple-net

leased basis which
requires

the tenant to pay substantially all of the costs associ

ated with
operating

and
maintaining

the
property Revenue is subject to fluctuation

because of the
timing of new lease transactions lease terminations lease expirations

contractual rent increases tenant defaults and sales of properties At December 31

2010 our portfolio was comprised of our full or partial ownership interests in 384

properties substantially all of which were triple-net
leased to 79 tenants and totaled

approximately 27 million square
feet on pro rata basis with an occupancy rate of

99% occupancy rate and
square footage are unaudited We were formed as Mary

land corporation in June 2003 and are managed by the advisor

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements reflect all of our accounts including those

of our majority-owned and/or controlled subsidiaries The portion of equity in

subsidiary that is not attributable directly or indirectly to us is presented as non

controlling interests All significant intercompany accounts and transactions have

been eliminated

In June 2009 the FASB issued amended guidance related to the consolidation of

VIEs The amended guidance affects the overall consolidation analysis changing

the approach taken by companies in identifying which entities are VIEs and in

determining which
party

is the primary beneficiary and requires an enterprise to

qualitatively assess the determination of the primary beneficiary of VIE based

on whether the entity has the power to direct the activities that most signifi

cantly impact the economic performance of the VIE and ii has the obligation

to absorb losses or the right to receive benefits of the VIE that could potentially

be significant to the VIE The amended guidance changes the consideration of

kick-out rights in determining if an entity is VIE which may cause certain addi

tional entities to now be considered VIEs Additionally the guidance requires an

ongoing reconsideration of the primary beneficiary and provides framework for

the events that trigger reassessment of whether an entity is VIE We adopted

this amended guidance on January 2010 which did not require consolidation

of any additional VIEs but we have disclosed the assets and liabilities related to

previously consolidated VIEs of which we are the primary beneficiary and which

we consolidate separately in our consolidated balance sheets for all periods pre
sented The adoption of this amended guidance did not have material impact on

our financial position and results of operations

In connection with the adoption of the amended guidance on the consolidation

of VIEs we performed an analysis of all of our subsidiary entities including our

venture entities with other parties and our stake in The Talaria Company Hinck

ley to determine whether they qualify as VIEs and whether they should be

consolidated or accounted for as equity investments in an unconsolidated venture
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As result of our quantitative and qualitative assessment to determine whether these entities are VIEs we identified six enti

ties that were deemed to be VIEs These entities were deemed VIEs as either the third-party tenant that leases property froth

each entity has the right to repurchase the property during the term of their lease at fixed price our venture partners to the

entity were not deemed to have sufficient equity at risk third party was deemed to have the power to direct matters that

most significantly impact the entity or third party was deemed to have the right to receive the expected residual returns of

the entity The nature of operations and organizational structure of these VIEs are consistent with our other entities Note

except for the repurchase and residual returns rights of these entities

After making the determination that these entities were VIEs we performed an assessment as to which party would he con

sidered the primary beneficiary of each entity and would be required to consolidate each entitys balance sheet and results of

operations
This assessment was based upon which party

had the power to direct activities that most significantly impact

the entitys economic performance and ii had the obligation to absorb the expected losses of or right to receive benefits from

the VIE that could potentially be significant to the VIE Based on our assessment it was determined that we would continue

to consolidate six of the VIEs During the first quarter of 2010 one of the VIEs was deconsolidated and reclassified as an asset

held for sale in connection with the property being placed into receivership Note 16 Activities that we considered signifi

cant in our assessment included which entity had control over financing decisions leasing decisions and ability to sell the

entitys assets

Because we generally utilize non recourse debt our maximum exposure to any VIE is limited to the equity we have invested

in each VIE We have not provided financial or other support to any VIE and there were no guarantees or other commit

ments from third parties that would affect the value of or risk related to our interest in such entities

We have investments in tenant-in common interests in various domestic and international properties Consolidation of these

investments is not required as they do not qualify as VIEs and do not meet the control requirement required for consolida

tion Accordingly we account for these investments using the equity method of accounting We use the equity method of

accounting because the shared decision-making involved in tenant in common interest investment creates an opportunity

for us to have significant influence on the operating and financial decisions of these investments and thereby creates some

responsibility by us for return on our investment Additionally we own interests in single-tenant net leased properties

leased to corporations through noncontrolling interests in partnerships and limited liability companies that we do not control

but over which we exercise significant influences We account for these investments under the equity method of accounting

At times the carrying value of our equity investments may fall to below zero for certain investments We are obligated to fund

future operating losses for these investments

Out-of-Period Adjustments

During the fourth quarter of 2008 we identified errors in the consolidated financial statements for the years ended December

31 2005 through 2008 These errors related to accounting for pre-operating activities of certain hotel investments aggregat

ing $0.5 million in 2007 and $0.7 million for the nine months ended September 30 2008 and minimum rent increases for

lessee aggregating $1.8 million over the period from 2005-2007 and $0.1 million in each of the first three quarters of 2008
In addition during the first quarter of 2007 we identified errors in the consolidated financial statements for the

years ended

December 31 2005 and 2006 related to accounting for foreign income taxes aggregating $0.4 million over the period from

2005-2006

We concluded that these adjustments were not material to any prior periods consolidated financial statements We also con

cluded that the cumulative adjustment was not material to the year ended December 31 2008 nor was it material to the
years

ended 2007 2006 and 2005 As such this cumulative effect was recorded in the consolidated statements of operations as out

of-period adjustments in the periods the issues were identified The effect of these adjustments was to increase net income by

$1.3 million for 2008 and decrease net income by $0.1 million $0.4 million and $0.4 million for the years
ended December

31 2007 2006 and 2005 respectively
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Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions

that affect the reported amounts and the disclosure of contingent amounts in our consolidated financial statements and the

accompanying notes Actual results could differ from those estimates

Reclassifications and Revisions

Certain prior year amounts have been reclassified to conform to the current year presentation The consolidated financial

statements included in this Report have been retrospectively adjusted to reflect the disposition or planned disposition of

certain properties as discontinued operations for all periods presented

Purchase Price Allocation

When we acquire properties accounted for as operating leases we allocate the purchase costs to the tangible and intangible

assets and liabilities acquired based on their estimated fair values We determine the value of the tangible assets consisting of

land and buildings as if vacant and record intangible assets including the above-market and below-market value of leases

the value of in-place leases and the value of tenant relationships at their relative estimated fair values See Real Estate Leased

to Others and Depreciation below for discussion of our significant accounting policies related to tangible assets We include

the value of below market leases in Prepaid and deferred rental income and security deposits in the consolidated financial

statements

We record above-market and below-market lease values for owned properties based on the
present

value using an interest

rate reflecting the risks associated with the leases acquired of the difference between the contractual amounts to be paid

pursuant to the leases negotiated and in place at the time of acquisition of the properties and iiour estimate of fair market

lease rates for the property or equivalent property both of which are measured over period equal to the estimated market

lease term We amortize the capitalized above-market lease value as reduction of rental income over the estimated market

lease term We amortize the capitalized below-market lease value as an increase to rental income over the initial term and any

fixed-rate renewal periods in the respective leases

We allocate the total amount of other intangibles to in-place lease values and tenant relationship intangible values based

on our evaluation of the specific characteristics of each tenants lease and our overall relationship with each tenant The

characteristics we consider in allocating these values include estimated market rent the nature and extent of the existing rela

tionship with the tenant the expectation of lease renewals estimated carrying costs of the
property

if vacant and estimated

costs to execute new lease among other factors We determine these values using our estimates or relying in part upon

third party appraisals We amortize the capitalized value of in place lease intangibles to expense over the remaining initial

term of each lease We amortize the capitalized value of tenant relationships to expense over the initial and expected renewal

terms of the lease No amortization period for intangibles will exceed the remaining depreciable life of the building

If lease is terminated we charge the unamortized portion of each intangible including above-market and below-market

lease values in place lease values and tenant relationship values to expense

Real Estate and Operating Real Estate

We carry land and buildings and personal property at cost less accumulated depreciation We capitalize renewals and

improvements while we expense replacements maintenance and repairs that do not improve or extend the lives of the

respective assets as incurred

Real Estate Under Construction

For properties under construction operating expenses including interest charges and other
property expenses including real

estate taxes are capitalized rather than expensed We capitalize interest by applying the interest rate applicable to outstanding

borrowings to the average amount of accumulated qualifying expenditures for properties under construction during the perioçl
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Notes Receivable

For investments in mortgage notes and loan participations
the loans are initially reflected at acquisition cost which consists

of the outstanding balance net of the acquisition discount or premium We amortize any discount or premium as an adjust

ment to increase or decrease respectively
the

yield realized on these loans using
the effective interest method As such

differences between carrying value and principal balances outstanding do not represent
embedded losses or gains as we

1.. generally plan to hold such loans to maturity

Cash and Cash Equivalents

We consider all short term highly liquid investments that are both
readily convertible to cash and have

maturity of three

months or less at the time of purchase to be cash equivalents Items classified as cash equivalents include commercial
paper

and money market funds Our cash and cash
equivalents are held in the

custody
of several financial institutions and these

balances at times exceed federally insurable limits We seek to mitigate this risk by depositing funds only with major finan

cial institutions

Marketable Securities

Marketable securities which consist of an interest-only participation in mortgage note receivable are classified as available

for sale securities and
reported at fair value vith any unrealized gains and losses on these securities reported as component

of OCT until realized

Other Assets and Other Liabilities

We include accounts receivable stock warrants marketable securities deferred charges and deferred rental income in Other

assets We include derivatives and miscellaneous amounts held on behalf of tenants in Other liabilities Deferred charges are

costs incurred in connection with mortgage financings and refinancings that are amortized over the terms of the mortgages and

included in Interest expense in the consolidated financial statements Deferred rental income is the
aggregate

cumulative differ

ence for operating leases between scheduled rents that vary during the lease term and rent recognized on straight-line basis

Deferred Acquisition Fees Payable to Affiliate

Fees payable to the advisor for structuring and negotiating investments and related mortgage financing on our behalf

are included in Due to affiliates portion of these fees is payable in equal annual installments each January of the three

calendar
years following the date on which

property was purchased Payment of such fees is subject to the performance

criterion Note

Treasury Stock

Treasury stock is recorded at cost

Real Estate Leased to Others

We lease real estate to others primarily on triple net leased basis whereby the tenant is generally responsible for all

operating expenses relating to the property including property taxes insurance maintenance repairs renewals and

improvements We charge expenditures for maintenance and repairs including routine betterments to operations as

incurred We capitalize significant renovations that increase the useful life of the properties For the
years

ended Decem

ber 31 2010 2009 and 2008 although we are legally obligated for the payment pursuant to our lease agreements with our

tenants lessees were responsible for the direct payment to the
taxing authorities of real estate taxes of $14.5 million $14.7

million and $14.0 millionrespectively

We diversify our real estate investments among various corporate tenants engaged in different industries by property type

and by geographic area Note Substantially all of our leases provide for either scheduled rent increases periodic rent

adjustments based on formulas indexed to changes in the CPI or similar indices or percentage rents CPI based adjustments

are contingent on future events and are therefore not included in straight-line rent calculations We recognize rents from

percentage rents as reported by the lessees which is after the level of sales requiring rental payment to us is reached
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We account for leases as operating or direct
financing

leases as described below

Operating leases We record real estate at cost less accumulated depreciation we recognize future minimum rental

revenue on straight-line basis over the term of the related leases and charge expenses including depreciation to operations

as incurred Note

-_
Direct financing leases We record leases accounted for under the direct

financing
method at their net investment Note

We defer and amortize unearned income to income over the lease term so as to produce constant periodic rate of return

on our net investment in the lease

On an ongoing basis we assess our ability to collect rent and other tenant based receivables and determine an appropri

ate allowance for uncollected amounts Because we have limited number of lessees 20 lessees represented 69% of lease

revenues during 2010 we believe that it is necessary to evaluate the collectability of these receivables based on the facts

and circumstances of each situation rather than solely using statistical methods Therefore in recognizing our provision for

uncollected rents and other tenant receivables we evaluate actual past due amounts and make subjective judgments as to the

collectability of those amounts based on factors including
but not limited to our knowledge of lessees circumstances the

age
of the receivables the tenants credit profile and

prior experience with the tenant Even if lessee has been making pay

ments we may reserve for the entire receivable amount if we believe there has been significant or continuing deterioration in

the lessees ability to meet its lease obligations

Acquisition Costs

In accordance with the FASBs revised guidance
for business combinations which we adopted on January 2009 we imme

diately expense all acquisition costs and fees associated with transactions deemed to be business combinations but we

capitalize these costs for transactions deemed to be acquisitions of an asset To the extent we make investments for our owned

portfolio that are deemed to be business combinations our results of operations
will be negatively impacted by the immediate

expensing of acquisition costs and fees incurred in accordance with the revised guidance whereas in the
past

such costs and

fees would generally have been capitalized and allocated to the cost basis of the acquisition Subsequent to the acquisition

there will be positive impact on our results of operations through reduction in depreciation expense over the estimated

life of the properties Historically we have not acquired investments that would be deemed business combinations under the

revised guidance

Depreciation

We compute depreciation of building and related improvements using the straight line method over the estimated useful lives

of the properties or improvements which
range from to 40 years We compute depreciation of tenant improvements using

the straight line method over the lesser of the remaining term of the lease or the estimated useful life

Impairments

On quarterly basis we assess whether there are any indicators that the value of our long-lived assets may be impaired or

that their
carrying

value may not be recoverable These impairment indicators include but are not limited to the vacancy of

property
that is not subject to lease lease default by tenant that is experiencing financial difficulty the termination of

lease by tenant or the
rejection of lease in bankruptcy proceeding We may incur impairment charges on long lived

assets including real estate direct financing leases assets held for sale and equity investments in real estate We may also

incur impairment charges on marketable securities Our policies for evaluating whether these assets are impaired are pre
sented below

Real Estate

For real estate assets in which an impairment indicator is identified we follow two-step process to determine whether an

asset is impaired and to determine the amount of the charge First we compare the carrying value of the
property to the

future net undiscounted cash flow that we expect the property will generate including any estimated proceeds from the even

tual sale of the
property The undiscounted cash flow analysis requires us to make our best estimate of market rents residual

values and holding periods Depending on the assumptions made and estimates used the future cash flow projected in the

evaluation of long-lived assets can vary within range of outcomes We consider the likelihood of possible outcomes in deter
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mining the best possible estimate of future cash flows If the future net undiscounted cash flow of the property is less than the

carrying value the property is considered to be impaired We then measure the loss as the excess of the carrying value of the

property over its estimated fair value

Direct Financing Leases

We review our direct financing leases at least annually to determine whether there has been an other-than-temporary decline

in the current estimate of residual value of the property The residual value is our estimate of what we could realize upon

the sale of the property at the end of the lease term based on market information If this review indicates that decline in

residual value has occurred that is other-than-temporary we recognize an impairment charge and revise the accounting for

the direct financing lease to reflect portion of the future cash flow from the lessee as return of principal rather than as

revenue While we evaluate direct financing leases if there are any indicators that the residual value may be impaired the

evaluation of direct financing lease can be affected by changes in projected long-term market conditions even though the

obligations of the lessee are being met

Assets Held for Sale

We classify real estate assets that are accounted for as operating leases as held for sale when we have entered into contract to

sell the property all material due diligence reiuirements have been satisfied and we believe it is probable that the disposition

will occur within one year When we classify an asset as held for sale we calculate its estimated fair value as the expected sale

price less expected selling costs We then compare the assets estimated fair value to its carrying value and if the estimated

fair value is less than the propertys carrying value we reduce the carrying value to the estimated fair value We will continue

to review the property for subsequent changes in the estimated fair value and may recognize an additional impairment

charge if warranted

Equity Investments in Real Estate

We evaluate our equity investments in real estate on periodic basis to determine if there are any indicators that the value

of our equity investment may be impaired and whether or not that impairment is other-than temporary To the extent

impairment has occurred we measure the charge as the excess of the carrying value of our investment over its estimated

fair value which is determined by multiplying the estimated fair value of the underlying ventures net assets by our owner

ship interest percentage

Marketable Securities

We evaluate our marketable securities for impairment if decline in estimated fair value below cost basis is considered

other than-temporary In determining whether the decline is other-than-teniporary we consider the underlying cause of

the decline in value the estimated recovery period the severity and duration of the decline as well as whether we plan to

sell the security or will mpre likely than not be required to sell the security before recovery of its cost basis If we determine

that the decline is other-than-temporary we record an impairment charge to reduce our cost basis to the estimated fair value

of the security Beginning in 2009 the credit component of an other than-temporary impairment is recognized in earnings

while the non credit component is recognized in OCT Prior to 2009 all portions of other-than-temporary impairments were

recorded in earnings

Assets Held for Sale

We classify assets that are accounted for as operating leases as held for sale when we have entered into contract to sell the

property all material due diligence requirements have been satisfied and we believe it is probable that the disposition will

occur within one year Assets held for sale are recorded at the lower of carrying value or estimated fair value which is gener

ally calculated as the expected sale price less expected selling costs The results of operations and the related gain or loss on

sale of properties that have been sold or that are classified as held for sale are included in discontinued operations Note 16

If circumstances arise that we previously considered unlikely and as result we decide not to sell property previously çlas

sified as held for sale we reclassify the property as held and used We record property that is reclassified as held and used at

the lower of its carrying amount before the property was classified as held for sale adjusted for any depreciation expense
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that would have been recognized had the property been continuously classified as held and used or ii the estimated fair

value at the date of the subsequent decision not to sell

We recognize gains and losses on the sale of properties when among other criteria the parties are bound by the terms of the

contract all consideration has been exchanged and all conditions precedent to closing have been performed At the time the

sale is consummated gain or loss is recognized as the difference between the sale price less any selling costs and the carry-

ing value of the property

Foreign Currency Translation

We have interests in real estate investments in the European Union Canada Malaysia Mexico and Thailand and own inter

ests in properties in the European Union The functional currencies for these investments are primarily the Euro and the

British Pound Sterling and to lesser extent the Swedish krona the Canadian dollar the Thai baht and the Malaysian ring

git We perform the translation from these local currencies to the U.S dollar for assets and liabilities using current exchange

rates in effect at the balance sheet date and for revenue and expense accounts using weighted average exchange rate during

the period We report the gains and losses resulting from this translation as component of OCT in equity At December 31

2010 and 2009 the cumulative foreign currency translation adjustment was loss of $4.7 million and gain of $7.8 million

respectively

Foreign currency transactions may produce receivables or payables that are fixed in terms of the amount of foreign currency

that will be received or paid change in the exchange rates between the functional currency and the currency in which

transaction is denominated increases or decreases the expected amount of functional currency cash flows upon settlement of

that transaction That increase or decrease in the expected functional currency cash flows is an unrealized foreign currency

transaction gain or loss that generally will be included in determining net income for the period in which the exchange rate

changes Likewise transaction gain or loss measured from the transaction date or the most recent intervening balance

sheet date whichever is later realized upon settlement of foreign currency transaction generally will be included in net

income for the period in which the transaction is settled Foreign currency transactions that are designated as and are

effective as economic hedges of net investment and ii intercompany foreign currency transactions that are of long-term

nature that is settlement is not planned or anticipated in the foreseeable future when the entities to the transactions are

consolidated or accounted for by the equity method in our financial statements are not included in determining net income

are accounted for in the same manner as foreign currency translation adjustments and reported as component of OCT in

equity International equity investments in real estate were funded in part through subordinated intercompany debt

Foreign currency intercompany transactions that are scheduled for settlement consisting primarily of accrued interest and

the translation to the reporting currency of subordinated intercompany debt with scheduled principal payments are included

in the determination of net income We recorded an unrealized loss of less than $0.1 million an unrealized gain of $0.4 mil

lion and an unrealized loss of $0.2 million from such transactions for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively For the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 we recognized realized gain of $0.4 million realized

loss of $0.4 million and realized gain of $1.4 million respectively on foreign currency transactions in connection with the

transfer of cash from foreign operations of subsidiaries to the parent company

Derivative Instruments

.- We measure derivative instruments at fair value and record them as assets or liabilities depending on our rights or obliga

tions under the applicable derivative contract Derivatives that are not designated as hedges must be adjusted to fair value

through earnings Derivative instruments that are designated as hedges and are used to hedge the exposure to changes in the

fair value of an asset liability or firm commitment attributable to particular risk such as interest rate risk are considered

fair value hedges For fair value hedges changes in the fair value of the derivative are offset against the change in fair value

of the hedged asset liability or firm commitment through earnings Derivatives that are designated as hedges and are used

to hedge the exposure to variability in expected future cash flows or other types of forecasted transactions are considered

cash flow hedges For cash flow hedges the effective portion of derivative instrument is recognized in Other comprehensive

income or loss in equity until the hedged item is recognized in earnings For cash flow hedges the ineffective portion
of

derivatives change in fair value is immediately recognized in earnings
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Income Taxes

We have elected to be taxed as REIT under Sections 856 through 860 of the Internal Revenue Code In order to maintain

our qualification as REIT we are required among other things to distribute at least 90% of our REIT net taxable income

to our shareholders and meet certain tests regarding the nature of our income and assets As REIT we are not subject

to federal income tax with respect to the portion of our income that meets certain criteria and is distributed annually to

shareholders Accordingly no provision for federal income taxes is included in the consolidated financial statements with

respect to these operations We believe we have operated and we intend to continue to operate in manner that allows us to

continue to meet the requirements for taxation as REIT

We conduct business in various states and municipalities within the U.S and the European Union and as result we or

one or more of our subsidiaries file income tax returns in the U.S federal jurisdiction and various state and certain foreign

jurisdictions As result we are subject to certain foreign state and local taxes and provision for such taxes is included in

the consolidated financial statements

Significant judgment is required in determining our tax provision and in evaluating our tax positions We establish tax

reserves based on benefit recognition model which we believe could result in greater amount of benefit and lower

amount of teserve being initially recognizedin certain circumstances Provided that the tax position is deemed more likely

than not of being sustained we recognize the largest amount of tax benefit that is greater than 50 percent likely of being

ultimately realized upon settlement We derecognize the tax position when it is no longer more likely than not of being

sustained

We elected to treat certain of our corporate subsidiaries as TRS In general TRS may perform additional services for our

tenants and generally may engage
in any real estate or non-real estate-related business except for the operation or manage

ment of health care facilities or lodging facilities or providing to any person under franchise license or otherwise rights

to any brand name under which any lodging facility or health care facility is operated TRS is subject to corporate federal

income tax Our TRS subsidiaries own hotels that are managed on our behalf by third-party hotel management companies

Our earning and profits which determine the taxability of dividends to shareholders differ from net income reported for

financial reporting purposes due primarily to differences in depreciation including hotel properties for federal income tax

purposes Deferred income taxes relate primarily to our TRSs and are accounted for using the asset and liability method

Under this method deferred income taxes are recognized for temporary differences between the financial reporting bases

of assets and liabilities of our TRSs and their respective tax bases and for their operating loss and tax credit carry forwards

based on enacted tax rates expected to be in effect when such amounts are realized or settled However deferred tax assets

are recognized only to the extent that it is more likely than not that they will be realized based on consideration of available

evidence including tax planning strategies and other factors

Although our TRSs may operate at profit for federal income tax purposes in future periods we cannot quantify the value of

our deferred tax assets with certainty Therefore any deferred tax assets have been reserved as we have not concluded that it

is more likely than not that these deferred tax assets will be realizable

Earnings Loss Per Share

We have simple equity capital structure with only common stock outstanding As result earnings loss per share as

presented represents both basic and dilutive per share amounts for all periods presented in the consolidated financial

statements

AGREEMENTS AND TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES

We have an advisory agreement with the advisor whereby the advisor performs certain services for us for fee The agree

ment that is currently in effect was recently renewed for an additional
year pursuant to its terms effective October 2010

Under the terms of this agreement the advisor structures and negotiates the purchase and sale of investments and debt

placement transactions for us for which we pay the advisor structuring and subordinated disposition fees and manages our

day-to-day operations for which we pay the advisorasset management and performance fees In additioii we reimburse the
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advisor for certain administrative duties performed on our behalf We also have certain agreements with joint ventures These

transactions are described below

Asset Management and Performance Fees

We pay the advisor asset management and performance fees each of which are 1/2 of 1% per annum of our average
invested

assets and are computed as provided for in the advisory agreement The performance fees are subordinated to the perfor

mance criterion non-compounded cumulative annual distribution return of 6%
per annum The asset management and

performance fees are payable in cash or restricted shares of our common stock at the advisors option If the advisor elects

to receive all or portion of its fees in restricted shares the number of restricted shares issued is determined by dividing the

dollar amount of fees by our most recently published NAV per share as approved by our board of directors For 2010 2009

and 2008 the advisor elected to receive its asset management fees in cash and its performance fees in restricted shares We

incurred base asset management fees of $11.7 million $11.7 million and $12.0 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

with performance fees in like amounts both of which are included in Property expenses
in the consolidated financial state

ments At December 31 2010 the advisor owned 6984627 shares 5.6% of our common stock

Transaction Fees

We also pay the advisor acquisition fees for strUcturing and negotiating investments and related mortgage financing on our

behalf Acquisition fees
average

4.5% or less of the aggregate cost of investments acquired and are comprised of current

portion of 2.5% which is paid at the date the property is purchased and deferred portion of 2% which is payable in equal

annual installments each January of the three calendar years following the date on which property was purchased subject

to satisfying the 6% performance criterion Interest on unpaid installments is 5%
per year We did not incur any current or

deferred acquisitions fees during 2010 During 2009 and 2008 we incurred current acquisition fees of $3.0 million and $4.2

million respectively and deferred acquisition fees of $2.4 million and $3.4 million respectively In addition in May 2008

CPA 17 Global purchased from us an additional interest in venture as described below In connection with this pur

chase CPA17 Global assumed from us deferred acquisition fees payable totaling $0.6 million Unpaid installments of

deferred acquisition fees totaled $2.7 million and $9.0 million at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively and are included

in Due to affiliates in the consolidated financial statements We paid annual deferred acquisition fee installments of $6.3

million $9.1 million and $29.5 million in cash to the advisor in January 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively We also pay the

advisor mortgage refinancing fees which totaled $0.1 million during the
year

ended December 31 2010 No such mortgage

refinancing fees were paid during the
years

ended December 31 2009 or December 31 2008

We also pay fees to the advisor for services provided to us in connection with the disposition of investments These fees

which are subordinated to the performance criterion and certain other provisions included in the advisory agreement are

deferred and are payable to the advisor only in connection with liquidity event Subordinated disposition fees totaled $1.0

million at both December 31 2010 and 2009

Other Expenses

We reimburse the advisor for various
expenses

it incurs in the course of providing services to us We reimburse certain third-

party expenses paid by the advisor on our behalf including property-specific costs professional fees office expenses
and

business development expenses In addition we reimburse the advisor for the allocated costs of personnel and overhead in

providing management of our day-to-day operations including accounting services shareholder services corporate manage-

ment and property management and operations We do not reimburse the advisor for the cost of personnel if these personnel

provide services for transactions for which the advisor receives transaction fee such as acquisitions dispositions and

refinancings We incurred personnel reimbursements of $3.4 million $3.1 million and $3.1 million for 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively which are included in General and administrative
expenses

in the consolidated financial statements

The advisor is obligated to reimburse us for the amount by which our operating expenses
exceeds the 2%/25% guidelines the

greater of 2% of
average

invested assets or 25% of net income as defined in the advisory agreement for any twelve-month

period If in any year our operating expenses
exceed the 2%/25% guidelines the advisor will have an obligation to reimburse

us for such excess subject to certain conditions If our independent directors find that the excess expenses were justified

based on any unusual and nonrecurring factors that they deem sufficient the advisor may be paid in future
years

for the full

amount or any portion of such excess evpenses hut only to the extent that the reimbursement would not cause our operat
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ing expenses to exceed this limit in any such year We will record
any

reimbursement of operating expenses as liability until

any contingencies are resolved and will record the reimbursement as reduction of asset management and performance fees

at such time that reimbursement is fixed determinable and irrevocable Our operating expenses
have not exceeded the

amount that would require the advisor to reimburse us

Proposed Merger

On December 13 2010 we and CPA14 entered into definitive agreement pursuant to which CPA14 will merge with

and into one of our subsidiaries subject to the approval of CPA 14s shareholders In connection with this merger we

filed registration statement with the SEC which was declared effective by the SEC on March 2011 Special shareholder

meetings for both us and CPA14 are currently expected to be held on April 26 2011 to obtain the approval of CPA14s

shareholders of the Proposed Merger and the alternate merger and the approval of our shareholders of the alternate

merger the UPREIT reorganization and charter amendment to increase our number of authorized shares The closing

of the Proposed Merger is also subject to customary closing conditions If the Proposed Merger is approved and the other

closing conditions are satisfied we currently expect that the closing will occur in the second quarter of 2011 although

there can be no assurance of such timing

If the Proposed Merger is consummated based on their ownership of 8018456 shares of CPA14 at December 31 2010

the advisor will receive approximately $8.0 million as result of the $1.00 per
share special cash distribution to be paid by

CPA 14 to its shareholders in part from the proceeds of the sale of certain assets by CPA 14 immediately prior to the Pro

posed Merger The advisor has agreed to elect to receive our stock in respect of the shares of CPA14 it owns if the Proposed

Merger is consummated

In the Proposed Merger CPA 14 shareholders will be entitled to receive $11.50 per share which is equal to the NAV per

share of CPA 14 as of September 30 2010 The Merger Consideration will be paid to shareholders of CPA 14 at their

election in either cash or combination of the $1.00 per share special cash distribution and 1.1932 shares of our common

stock which equates to $10.50 based on our $8.80 per share NAV as of September 30 2010 The advisor computed these

NAys internally relying in part upon third-party valuation of each companys real estate portfolio and indebtedness as of

September 30 2010 Our board of directors and the board of directors of CPA14 each have the ability but not the obliga

tion to terminate the transaction if more than 50% of the shareholders of CPA 14 elect to receive cash in the Proposed

Merger Assuming that holders of 50% of CPA 14s outstanding stock elect to receive cash in the Proposed Merger then the

maximum cash required by us to purchase these shares would be approximately $416.1 million based on the total shares

of CPA 14 outstanding at December 31 2010 If the cash on hand and available to us and CPA 14 including the expected

proceeds from the sales of certain assets by CPA 14 and new $300.0 million senior credit facility is not sufficient to enable

us to fulfill cash elections in the Proposed Merger by CPA 14 shareholders WPC has agreed to purchase sufficient number

of shares of our common stock to enable us to pay such amounts to CPA 14 shareholders

In connection with the Proposed Merger the advisor has agreed to indemnify us if we suffer certain losses arising out of

breach by CPA 14 of its representations and warranties under the merger agreement and having material adverse effect on

us after the Proposed Merger up to the amount of fees received by the advisor in connection with the Proposed Merger The

advisor also agreed to pay our out-of-pocket expenses if the merger agreement is terminated under certain circumstances up

to maximum of $5.0 million

Joint Ventures and Other Transactions with Affiliates

Together with certain affiliates we participate in an entity that leases office space used for the administration of real estate

entities This entity does not have any significant assets liabilities or operations other than its interest in the office lease

Under the terms of an office cost-sharing agreement among the participants in this entity rental occupancy and leasehold

improvement costs are allocated among the participants based on gross revenues and are adjusted quarterly Our share of

expenses incurred was $0.7 million $0.8 million and $0.8 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Based on gross rev

enues through December 31 2010 our current share of future annual minimum lease payments under this agreement would

be $0.7 million annually through 2016
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In December 2010 as part of restructuring of our lease with The Talaria Company Hinckley we received 27% interest in

Hinckley in the form of class common shares We recorded this investment at fair value on the date of the lease amendment

which was $1.4 million We account for this investment under the equity method of accounting Note

We own interests in entities ranging from 25% to 70% as well as jointly-controlled tenant-in common interest in prop

erty with the remaining interests held by affiliates We consolidate certain of these entities Note and account for the

remainder under the equity method of accounting Note

In June 2008 our affiliate CPA17 Global exercised its option to purchase an additional 49.99% interest in domestic

venture in which we and CPA 17 Global previously held 99.99% and 0.01% interests respectively In connection with this

transaction we recognized gain of $0.1 million as result of the sale of our interest in the venture We continue to consoli

date this investment because in our capacity as the managing member we have the
right to control operations as well as the

ability to dissolve the venture or otherwise purchase the interest of the other member

In June 2007 we met our performance criterion and as result $45.9 million consisting
of performance fees of $11.9 mil

lion deferred acquisition fees of $31.7 million and interest thereon of $2.3 million became payable to the advisor We paid

the previously deferred performance fees totaling $11.9 million to the advisor in July 2007 in the form of 1194549 restricted

shares of our common stock The deferred acquisition fees of $31.7 million and interest thereon of $2.3 million were payable

to the advisor in cash beginning in January 2008 We paid installments of $28.3 million and $4.7 million in January 2008

and 2009 respectively and paid the remaining installment of $1.1 million in January 2010 These amounts are exclusive of

deferred acquisition fees and interest thereon incurred in connection with transactions completed subsequent to meeting the

performance criterion

NET INVESTMENTS IN PROPERTIES

Real Estate

Real estate which consists of land and buildings leased to others under operating leases at cost is summarized as follows in

thousands

DECEMBER 31

2010 2009

Land 338979 345347

Buildings 1391442 1351525

Less Accumulated depreciation 145957 112385

1584464 1584487

2010 2009

Land $8296 $8296

Buildings 76476 75422

Less Accumulated depreciation 9623 6448

75149 77270

Operating Real Estate

Operating real estate which consists primarily of our hotel operations at cost is summarized as follows in thousands

DECEMBER 31
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Acquisitions of Real Estate

2010 We did not acquire any consolidated real estate investments during 2010 However during 2010 we completed and

placed into service build to suit project and we reclassified $82.5 million from Real estate under construction to Real estate

The effects of this reclassification were partially offset by the adverse impact of fluctuations in foreign currency exchange

rates on the
carrying amount of our asset base as of December 31 2010 as compared to December 31 2009 representing

decrease of $39.0 million to Real Estate The U.S dollar strengthened against the Euro as the end of period rate for the U.S

dollar in relation to the Euro at December 31 2010 decreased 8% to $1.3253 from $1.4333 at December 31 2009 In addition

real estate was reduced by $5.9 million in connection with the deconsolidation of subsidiary in the first quarter of 2010 as

described in Note 16

2009 In July 2009 venture in which we and an affiliate hold 51% and 49% interests respectively and which we con

solidate entered into an investment in Hungary for total cost of approximately $93.6 million inclusive of noncontrolling

interest of $45.9 million and acquisition fees payable to the advisor In connection with this investment which was deemed to

be real estate asset acquisition we capitalized acquisition-related costs and fees totaling $4.6 million inclusive of amounts

attributable to noncontrolling interests of $2.3 million

Real Estate Under Construction

2009 During 2009 we consolidated domestic build-to-suit project that was previously accounted for under the equity

method of accounting Note Costs incurred on this project through December 31 2009 of $61.6 million have been pre
sented as Real estate under construction in the consolidated balance sheet

Additionally during 2009 we entered into and completed domestic expansion project for an existing tenant totaling $4.5

million Capitalized acquisition-related costs and fees related to this project totaled $0.2 million Upon completion of this

expansion we sold the
property to an affiliate of our tenant for $50.6 million net of selling costs Note 16

Scheduled future minimum rents exclusive of renewals and expenses paid by tenants and future CPI based adjustments

under non cancelable
operating leases are as follows in thousands

YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 31

2011 159724

2012 162260

2013 162827

2014 163404

2015 163716

Thereafter through 2032 1638505

There were no percentage rents for operating leases in 2010 2009 and 2008

FINANCE RECEIVABLES

Assets representing rights to receive money on demand or at fixed or determinable dates are referred to as finance receivables

Our finance receivable portfolios consist of direct financing leases and notes receivable Operating leases are not included in

finance receivables as such amounts are not recognized as an asset in the consolidated balance sheets
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Net Investment in Direct Financing Leases

Net investment in direct financing leases is summarized as follows in thousands

2010 2009

Minimum lease payments receivable 526832 546606

Unguaranteed residual value 243120 263380

769952 809986

Less Unearned income 451719 467931

318233 342055

During the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 in connection with our annual reviews of our estimated residual

values of our properties we recorded impairment charges related to several direct financing leases of $7.0 mffiion $2.3 mfflion

and $0.9 million respectively Impairment charges relate primarily to other-than-temporary declines in the estimated residual

values of the underlying properties due to markqt conditions Note 10 At December 31 2010 and 2009 Other assets included

$1.1 mfflion and $4.1 mfflion respectively of accounts receivable related to amounts bified under these direct financing leases

Scheduled future minimum rents exclusive of renewals and expenses paid by tenants and future CPI-based adjustments under

non-cancelable direct financing leases at December 31 2010 are as follows in thousands

YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 31

2011 $31154

2012 31116

2013 31169

2014 31512

2015 32016

Thereafter through 2031 369865

There were no percentage rents for direct financing leases in 2010 2009 and 2008

Notes Receivable

Hellweg

In April 2007 we and our affiliates acquired property venture that in turn acquired 24.7% ownership interest in limited

partnership We and our affiliates also acquired lending venture which made loan the note receivable to the holder of the

remaining 75.3% interests in the limited partnership We refer to this transaction as the Hellweg transaction

In connection with the acquisition the
property venture agreed to three

option agreements that give the property venture the

right to purchase from our partner
the remaining 75.3% direct and indirect interest in the limited partnership at price

equal to the principal amount of the note receivable at the time of purchase In November 2010 the
property venture exer

cised the first of its three options and acquired from our partner 70% direct interest in the limited partnership for $297.3

million thus owning direct and indirect 94.7% interest in the limited partnership The property venture has assignable

option agreements to acquire the remaining direct and indirect 5.3% interest in the limited partnership by October 2012 If

the
property venture does not exercise its option agreements our partner has option agreements to put its remaining interests

in the limited partnership to the
property venture during 2014 at price equal to the principal amount of the note receivable

at the time of purchase Currently under the terms of the note receivable the lending venture will receive interest income

that approximates 5.3% of all income earned by the limited partnership less adjustments Under the terms of the note receiv

able the lending venture will receive interest at fixed annual rate of 8% The note receivable matures in April 2017 The note

DECEMBER 31
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receivable has principal balance of $21.8 million and $337.3 million inclusive of our affiliates noncontrolling interest of

$16.2 million and $250.9 million at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

Other

In June 2007 we entered into an agreement to provide developer with construction loan of up to $14.8 million that

provides for variable annual interest rate of LIBOR plus 2.5% and matures in April 2010 This agreement was subsequently

amended to provide for two notes for loans of up to $19.0 million and $4.9 million respectively with variable annual interest

rate of LIBOR plus 2.5% and fixed interest rate of 8% respectively and maturity dates of December 2011 At December 31

2010 and 2009 the balances of the construction notes receivable were $24.0 million and $15.6 million respectively inclusive

of construction interest which included amounts funded of $23.9 million and $14.8 million respectively

In

addition we had note receivable which totaled $9.7 million and $9.6 million at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

with fixed annual interest rate of 6.3% and maturity date of February 2015

Credit Quality of Finance Receivables

We generally seek investments in facilities that we believe are critical to the tenants business and that we believe have low

risk of tenant defaults At December 31 2010 our allowance for uncollected accounts of $0.2 million pertained to disputed

property related charges in connection with four tenants All rents are current at December 31 2010 for our finance receiv

ables Additionally there have been no modifications of finance receivables We evaluate the credit quality of our tenant

receivables utilizing an internal point credit rating scale with representing the highest credit quality and representing

the lowest The credit quality of our tenant receivables was last updated in the fourth quarter of 2010

summary of our tenant receivables by internal credit quality rating at December 31 2010 is as follows in thousands

INTERNAL CREDIT QUALITY NUMBER OF NET INVESTMENT IN NUMBER OF NOTE

INDICATOR TENANTS DIRECT FINANCING LEASES OBLIGORS RECEIVABLE TOTAL

$39505 $39505

49639 9738 59377

26015 45766 71781

10 203074 203074

318233 55504 373737

EQUITY INVESTMENTS IN REAL ESTATE

We generally own interests in single-tenant net leased properties leased to corporations through noncontrolling interests in

partnerships and limited liability companies in which our ownership interests are 50% or less but over which we exercise

significant influence and ii as tenants in common subject to common control Note All of the underlying investments

are owned with affiliates We account for these investments under the
equity method of accounting i.e at cost increased or

decreased by our share of earnings or losses less distributions plus fundings
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The following table sets forth our ownership interests in our equity investments in real estate and other and their respective

carrying values dollars in thousands

OWNERSHIP CARRYING VALUE AT

INTEREST AT DECEMBER 31
DECEMBER 31

LESSEE 2010 2010 2009

The New York Times Company 27% 33888 33195

U-Haul Moving Partners Inc and Mercury Partners LP 31% 32808 33834

Schuler A.G.a 33% 21892 23469

Heliweg Die Profi Baumarkte GmbH Co KG Hellweg 25% 18493 18934

TietoEnator Plc 40% 6921 8488

Police Prefecture French Governmenta 50% 6636 8268

Frontier

Spinning Mills Inc 40% 6249 6077

Pohjola Non-life Insurance Company 40% 5419 6632

Actebis Peacock GmbH.ac 30% 5043 5644

OBI A.G.acd 25% 4907 6794

Actuant Corporation 50% 2670 2758

Consolidated Systems 40% 2109 2131

Talaria Holdings LLCe 27% 1400

Barth Europa Transporte e.KMSR Technologies GmbH formerly Lindenmaier 33% 1179 1569

Thales SAag 35% 356

$149614 $158149

The carrying
value of this investments affected by the impact of fluctuatsons in the exchange eate of the Earn

Represents tenant in-common interest

The decrease in carrying value was primardy due to cash distributions made to ashy the venture

The currying value of this investment included our share nf the net lass an interest rate
swap

derivative mstruments rrcogniued by the venture

In tn connrction with the
restructuring of our lease with The Talaria Company Hinckley we received 27% interest in Hincklry This rrprrsents the fair market value of the interest received

If During 21Mg we recogniurd an other than temporary impairment charge of $11.2 mfflion to rrducr the
currying value of this venture in its estimated fuirvalue Nate 10

During 20t0 we rrcognized an other than tempnrury impairment charge of $11.11 million to reduce the carrying value of this venturn tn its rstimutrd fair value Note tO

As discussed in Note we adopted the FASBs amended guidance on the consolidation of VIEs effective January 2010

Upon adoption of the amended guidance we re-evaluated our existing interests in unconsolidated entities and determined

that we should continue to account for our interest in The New York Times Company venture using the equity method of

accounting Carryingamounts related to this VIE are noted in the table above Because we generally utilize non-recourse

debt our maximum exposure to this VIE is limited to the equity we have in the VIE We have not provided financial or other

support to this VIE and there are no guarantees or other commitments from third parties that would affect the value of or

risk related to our interest in this entity
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The following tables
present combined summarized financial information of our venture properties Amounts provided are

the total amounts attributable to the venture properties
and do not represent our proportionate

share in thousands

DECEMBER 31

2010 2009

Assets 1406049 1504377

Liabilities

PARTNERS/MEMBERS EQUITY

936691 1003312

469358 501065

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 2008

Revenue 142918 141324 123666

Expenses 82338 85123 90592

Impairment charges 4145 13119 35422

Gain on sale of real estateb

NET INCOME LOSS

11084

56435 54166 2348
The years coded December 31 2010 and 2009 reflect impairment charges mcurred bya ventore that leases

property
to Thalea RA ta reduce the carrying value of the property ta tts estimated fair value The

year

ended December 31 2009 also reflects impairment charges incurred by venture that formerly leased properties to Lindenmaier AG as result of the tenants bonlcruptcy filing
The

year coded Decembee 312008

eeflects impairment charges incurred by venture no two vacant French properties to redace the carrying value to their estimated fair valoes See Note 00 for discusioa of other than temporary impatrment charges

mcarred on our equity investments in real estate during
the

years ended December 3t 20102009 and 2008

In luly 2009 venture told four of its five properties back to the tenant for $46.8 million and recngnioed gain on sale of St 1.1 mdhon

We recognized income from these equity investments in real estate of$17.6 mfflion $13.8 mfflion and $8.8 mfflion for the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Income from equity investments in real estate represents our propor

tionate share of the income or losses of these ventures as well as certain depreciation and amortization adjustments related to

purchase accounting and other-than-temporary impairment charges
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NIT Real Estate Company LLC is the tenant of
property pursuant to net lease with our subsidiary 620 Eighth NIT NY

Limited Partnership which was deemed to be material equity investment during 2009 primarily because of impairment charges

included in Income from continuing operations totaling $33.9 million on several of our consolidated investments in that
year

The

following tables present summarized combined balance sheet income statement and cash flow information each for the period

from March 2009 inception through December 31 2009 and the
year

ended December 31 2010 as well as scheduled debt

principal payments during each of the five
years following December 31 2010 of 620 Eighth NYT NY Limited Partnership and

620 Eighth Lender NYT NY Limited Partnership collectively the New York Times venture Amounts provided are the total

amounts attributable to the New York Times venture and do not represent our proportionate share in thousands

620 EIGHTH NYT NY LP

620 EIGHTH LENDER NYT LP

DECEMBER 31 DECEMBER 31
2010 2009

Assets

Net investment in direct financing lease

Note receivable

Other assets net

TOTAL ASSETS

237916 235608

49560

6526 9041

294002 244649

Liabilities and Equity

Debt 116684 119154

Other liabilities 5200 5509

Total liabilities 121884 124663

Capital 172118 119986

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL 294002 244649

620 EIGHTH NYT NY LI

620 EIGHTH LENDER NYT LP

DECEMBER 31 DECEMBER 31
2010 2009

Revenues

Interest income from direct financing lease 27094 21860

Interest income from note receivable 1276

28370 21860

Operating Expenses

General and administrative
expenses 24

24

Other Income and Expenses

Other interest income

Interest expense

NET INCOME

6675 2248

6672 2247

21689 19589
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620 EIGHTH NYT NY LP

620 EIGHTH LENDER NYT LP

DECEMBER 31 DECEMBER 31
2010 2009

Net cash provided by used in

Operating activities 19510 $17213

Investing activities 49693 233720

Financing activities 30181 216566

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 59

Cash and cash equivalents beginning of year

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS END OF YEAR

59

57 59

YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 31 620 EIGHTH NYT NY LP

620 EIGHTH LENDER NYT LP

2011 $2613

2012 2747

2013 2889

2014

TOTAL

108435

116684

Other asseLs net consist of cash and cash equivalents escrow sod restricted cash deferred llnuncsng costs derivative instruments accrued interest and other amounts

recesvable from the teoaot

Other liabilities consist of prepssd reot and deferred rental income accounts payable sod accened expenses

INTANGIBLE ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

In connection with our acquisition of properties we have recorded net lease intangibles of $147.2 million which are being

amortized over periods ranging from 10
years to 40

years In-place lease tenant relationship above-market rent management
contract and franchise agreement intangibles are included in Intangible assets net in the consolidated financial statements

Below-market rent intangibles are included in Prepaid and deferred rental income and security deposits in the consolidated

financial statements
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2010 2009

Amortized Intangible Assets

Management contract 874 874

Franchise agreement 2240 2240

Less accumulated amortization 1134 785

1980 2329

Lease intangibles

In place lease 114544 115437

Tenant relationship 33934 34674

Above market rent 41769 44433

Less accumulated amortization

Total intangible assets

43145 34441

147102 160103

149082 162432

Amortized Below-Market Rent Intangible Liabilities

Below-market rent 43037 43541

Less accumulated amortization 6963 5331

36074 38210

Net amortization of intangibles including the effect of foreign currency translation was $8.0 million $8.5 mfflion and $8.4

million for 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Amortization of below-market and above-market rent intangibles is recorded

as an adjustment to lease revenue while amortization of in-place lease and tenant relationship intangibles is included in

depreciation and amortization Based on the intangibles recorded at December 31 2010 scheduled net annual amortization

of intangibles for each of the next five years is expected to be $8.0 million annually between 2011 and 2015

Intangible assets and liabilities are summarized as follows in thousands

DECEMBER 31
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FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS

Under current authoritative accounting guidance for fair value measurements the fair value of an asset is defined as the exit

price which is the amount that would either be received when an asset is sold or paid to transfer liability in an orderly trans

action between market participants at the measurement date The guidance establishes three-tier fair value
hierarchy based

on the inputs used in measuring fair value These tiers are Level for which quoted market prices for identical instruments

are available in active markets such as money market funds equity securities and U.S Treasury securities Level for which

there are inputs other than quoted prices included within Level that are observable for the instrument such as certain

derivative instruments including interest rate caps and swaps and Level for which little or no market data exists therefore

requiring us to develop our own assumptions such as certain securities

Items Measured at Fair Value on Recurring Basis

The following methods and assumptions were used to estimate the fair value of each class of financial instrument

Money Market Funds Our money market funds consisted of government securities and
treasury

bills These funds were

classified as Level as we used quoted prices from active markets to determine their fair values

Derivative LiabilitIes Our derivative liabilities are comprised of an interest rate swap and foreign currency zero-cost

collar These derivative instruments were measured at fair value using readily observable market inputs such as quotations

on interest rates Our derivative instruments were classified as Level as these instruments are custom over-the-counter

contracts with various bank counterparties that are not traded in an active market

Marketable Securities and Derivative Assets Our marketable securities are comprised of our interest in an inter

est-only senior note Our derivative assets are comprised of an embedded credit derivative and of stock warrants that were

granted to us by lessees in connection with structuring
initial lease transactions These assets are not traded in an active mar

ket We estimated the fair value of these assets using
internal valuation models that incorporate market inputs and our own

assumptions about future cash flows We classified these assets as Level
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Assets

Money market funds 6769 6769

Marketable securities 1553 1553

Derivative assets 1369 1369

9691 6769 2922

Liabilities

Derivative liabilities 5504 504

FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS AT DECEMBER 31 2009 USING

QUOTED PRICES SIGNIFICANT

IN ACFIVE MARKETS OTHER UNOBSERVABLE
DECEMBER 31 FOR IDENTICAL OBSERVABLE INPUTS

DESCRIPTION 2010 ASSETS LEVEL INPUTS LEVEL LEVEL

Assets

Money market funds $49261 49261

Marketable securities 1851 1851

Derivative assets 2228 50 2178

53340 49261 50 4029

Liabilities

Derivative liabilities 380 5380

Assets and liabilities presented above exclude assets and liabilities owned by unconsolidated ventures

FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS USING SIGNIFICANT UNOBSERVABLE INPUTS LEVEL ONLY

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 2010 YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 2009

MARKETABLE MARKETABLE

SECURITIES DERIVATIVE ASSETS TOTAL ASSETS SECURITIES DERIVATIVE ASSETS TOTAL ASSETS

Beginning balance $1851 2178 4029 2192 2973 5165

Total gains or losses realized

and unrealized

Included in earnings 738 738 799 799

Included in other comprehen
sive income 29 71 42 28 24

Amortization and accretion 327 327 313 313

ENDING BALANCE $1553 1369 2922 1851 2178 4029

The amount of total gains or

losses for the period included

in earnings attributable to the

change in unrealized gains or

losses relating to assets still

held at the reporting date 738 738 799 799

DESCRIPTION

The following tables set forth our assets and liabilities that were accounted for at fair value on recurring basis at December

31 2010 and 2009 in thousands

FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS AT DECEMBER 31 2010 USING

QUOTED PRICES SIGNIFICANT

IN ACTIVE MARKETS OTHER UNOBSERVABLE
DECEMBER 31 FOR IDENTICAL OBSERVABLE INPUTS

2010 ASSETS LEVEL INPUTS LEVEL LEVEL
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We did not have any transfers into or out of Level Level and Level measurements during the years ended December 31

2010 and 2009 Gains and losses realized and unrealized included in earnings are reported in Other income and expenses in

the consolidated financial statements

Our other financial instruments had the following carrying value and fair value in thousands

DECEMBER 31 2010 DECEMBER 31 2009

CARRYING VALUE FAIR VALUE CARRYING VALUE FAIR VALUE

Non-recourse debt 1369248 1314768 $1445889 $1286300

Notes receivablea 55504 55682 362707 363389

Carrying value
represents

historical cost far marketable secoesties

We determine the estimated fair value of our debt instruments and notes receivable using discounted cash flow model

with rates that take into account the credit of the tenants and interest rate risk We estimate that our other financial assets

and liabilities excluding net investments in direct financing leases had fair values that approximated their carrying values

at both December 31 2010 and 2009

Items Measured at Fair Value on Non-Recurring Basis

We perform an assessment when required of the value of certain of our real estate investments in accordance with cur

rent authoritative
accounting guidance As part of that assessment we determined the valuation of these assets using widely

accepted valuation techniques including expected discounted cash flows or an income capitalization approach which consid

ers prevailing market
capitalization rates We reviewed each investment based on the highest and best use of the investment

and market participation assumptions We determined that the significant inputs used to value these investments fall within

Level We calculated the impairment charges recorded during the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 based on

market conditions and assumptions that existed at the time The valuation of real estate is subject to significant judgment and

actual results may differ
materially if market conditions or the underlying assumptions change
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The following table presents information about our nonfinancial assets that were measured on fair value basis for the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively For additional information regarding these impairment charges

refer to Note 10 for impairment charges from continuing operations and Note 16 for impairment changes from discontinued

operations All of the impairment charges were measured using unobservable inputs Level in thousands

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 2010 YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 2009 YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 200B

TOTAL FAIR VALUE TOTAL IMPAIR-TOTAL FAIR VALUE TOTAL IMPAIRMENT TOTAL FAIR VALUE TOTAL IMPAIRMENT
MEASUREMENTS MENT CHARGES MEASUREMENTS CHARGES MEASUREMENTS CHARGES

Impairment Charges from

Continuing Operations

Net investments in properties 17.295 2835 124.630 24.068

Net investments in direct

financing leases 39565 6973 167752 2279 55977 890

Equity investments in real

estate 1226 1046 1925 3598 4583 3085

Intangible assets 949 7183 4027

Intangible liabilities 59035 $10854 301490 33972 60560 3975

$i394 $37

Impairment Charges from

Discontinued Operations

Net investments in properties 10911 22083

Intangible assets 987 3538

$11898 $25621

RISK MANAGEMENT AND USE OF DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Risk Management
In the normal course of our ongoing business operations we encounter economic risk There are three main components

of economic risk interest rate risk credit risk and market risk We are subject to interest rate risk on our interest bearing

liabilities Credit risk is the risk of default on our operations and tenants inability or unwillingness to make contractually

required payments Market risk includes changes in the value of our properties
and related loans as well as changes in the

value of our marketable securities due to changes in interest rates or other market factors In addition we own investments

in the European Union Canada Mexico Malaysia and Thailand and are subject to the risks associated with changing

foreign currency exchange rates

Foreign Currency Exchange
We are exposed to foreign currency exchange rate movements primarily in the Euro and the British Pound Sterling and to

lesser extent certain other currencies We manage foreign currency exchange rate movements by generally placing both

our debt obligation to the lender and the tenants rental obligation to us in the same currency but we are subject to foreign

currency exchange rate movements to the extent of the difference in the timing and amount of the rental obligation and

the debt service We also face challenges with repatriating cash from our foreign investments We may encounter instances

where it is difficult to repatriate cash because of jurisdictional restrictions or because repatriating cash may result in cur

rent or future tax liabilities Realized and unrealized gains and losses recognized in earnings
related to foreign currency

transactions are included in Other income and
expenses in the consolidated financial statements

Use of Derivative Financial Instruments

When we use derivative instruments it is generally to reduce our exposure to fluctuations in interest rates We have not

entered and do not plan to enter into financial instruments for
trading or speculative purposes In addition to derivative

instruments that we enter into on our own behalf we.may also be
party to derivative instruments that are embedded in

other contracts and we may own common stock warrants granted to us by lessees when
structuring

lease transactions
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that are considered to be derivative instruments The primary risks related to our use of derivative instruments are that

counterparty to hedging arrangement could default on its obligation or that the credit quality of the counterp arty may
be downgraded to such an extent that it impairs our ability to sell or assign our side of the hedging transaction While

we seek to mitigate these risks by entering into hedging arrangements with counterparties that are large financial insti

tutions that we deem to be creditworthy it is possible that our hedging transactions which are intended to limit losses

could adversely affect our earnings Furthermore if we terminate hedging arrangement we may be obligated to pay

certain costs such as transaction or breakage fees We have established policies and procedures for risk assessment and the

approval reporting and monitoring of derivative financial instrument activities

We measure derivative instruments at fair value and record them as assets or liabilities depending on our rights or obliga

tions under the applicable derivative contract Derivatives that are not designated as hedges must be adjusted to fair value

through earnings If derivative is designated as hedge depending on the nature of the hedge changes in the fair value

of the derivative will either be offset against the change in fair value of the hedged asset liability or firm commitment

through earnings or recognized in OCT until the hedged item is recognized in earnings For cash flow hedges the ineffec

tive portion of derivatives change in fair value is immediately recognized in earnings

The following table sets forth certain information regarding our derivative instruments at December 31 2010 and 2009 in

thousands

BALANCE SHEET LOCATION 2010 2009 2010 2009

Derivatives Designated as Hedging Instruments

Foreign exchange Accounts payable accrued expenses and

contracts other liabilities 106 143

Interest rate swaps Accounts payable accrued
expenses

and

other liabilities 398 237

504 380

Derivatives not designated as hedging instruments

Embedded credit Other assets net

derivatives $46 963

Stock warrants Other assets net

TOTAL DERIVATIVES

1323 1215

1369 2178

1369 2178 504 380

ASSET DERIVATIVES FAIR VALUE
AT DECEMBER 31

LIABILITIES DERIVATIVES

FAIR VALUE AT DECEMBER 31
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DERIVATIVES IN CASH FLOW HEDGING RELATIONSHIPS 2010 2009 2008

Interest rate swaps 162 284 520

Foreign currency forward contractsab 205 143 62 27

Foreign currency collars 106

TOTAL

During the
yeari

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 nn gums ur Inises were reclassified fenm oci intu incnme related mn ineffective partiuns af hedging relatsnnshsps nr ta amnunts excluded frnm ef

fectiveness testing

Gains lnsses reclassified 1mm OcI intn incnme Inc cnnteacts which have matured are included in Other mcnme und
expenses

AMOUNT OF GAIN LOSS
RECOGNIZED IN INCOME ON DERIVATIVES

INEFFECTIVE PORTION AND AMOUNT EXCLUDED

FROM EFFECTIVENESS TESTING
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009

$63 141 $520 $62 $27

2008

Embedded credit derivativesa Other income and expenses 846 1136 3406

Stock warrants Other income and expenses 108 338

TOTAL 738 798

Includes Inises attributable tn nnncnntrnllsng interests tntuling $0.6 mihinn $0.8 millmun and $2.7 miliinn mr the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

230

3176

See below for information On our purposes for entering into derivative instruments including those not designated

as hedging instruments and for information on derivative instruments owned by unconsolidated ventures which are

excluded from the tables above

Interest Rate Swaps and Caps

We are exposed to the impact of interest rate changes primarily through our borrowing activities To limit this exposure

we attempt to obtain mortgage financing on long-term fixed-rate basis However from time to time we or our venture

partners may obtain variable-rate non recourse mortgage loans and as result may enter into interest rate swap agree

ments or interest rate cap agreements with counterparties Interest rate swaps which effectively convert the variable-rate

debt service obligations of the loan to fixed rate are agreements in which one party exchanges stream of interest pay

ments for counterpartys stream of cash flow over specific period The notional or face amount on which the swaps are

based is not exchanged Interest rate caps limit the effective borrowing rate of variable-rate debt obligations while allowing

participants to share in downward shifts in interest rates Our objective in using these derivatives is to limit our exposure

to interest rate movements

The following tables present the impact of derivative instruments on the consolidated financial statements in thousands

AMOUNT OF GAIN LOSS
RECOGNIZED IN OCI ON DERIVATIVE

EFFECTIVE PORTION

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2008

AMOUNT OF GAIN LOSS
RECLASSIFIED FROM OCI INTO INCOME

EFFECTIVE PORTION

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009

DERIVATIVES NOT IN CASH FLOW

HEDGING RELATIONSHIPS

LOCATION OF GAIN LOSS

RECOGNIZED IN INCOME

venture that leases properties to Berry Plastics Corporation and in which we hold 50% ownership interest had

non recourse mortgage loan with total carrying value of $29.0 million at December 31 2009 In May 2010 the venture

refinanced this loan replacing variable rate loan and related interest rate cap
with ten-year fixed rate loan bearing inter

est at an annual rate of 5.9% The new loan calls for scheduled balloon payment of $21.0 million in June 2020 As result of

this refinancing the existing interest rate cap that had been designated as hedge against the loan is no longer designated as

hedge and the related unrealized loss of less than $0.1 million included in Equity was expensed The interest rate cap had an

estimated total fair value of less than $0.1 million at both December 31 2010 and 2009 No gains or losses were recognized in

income related to this instrument during either the
years ended December 31 2010 2009 or 2008
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1-Month LIBOR Pay-fixed swap 3807 N/A N/A 6.7% 2/2008 2/2018 398

The interest rate swap and interest rate cap derivative instruments that our unconsolidated ventures had outstanding at

December 31 2010 were designated as cash flow hedges and are summarized as follows dollars in thousands

FAIR VALUE AT

OWNERSHIP INTEREST NOTIONAL EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EXPIRATION DECEMBER 31
AT DECEMBER 31 2010 TYPE AMOUNT CAP RATE SPREADINTEREST RATE DATE DATE 2010

Pay-fixed 7/2006- 10/2015-

3-Month LIBOR 25.0% swap 155356 N/A N/A 5.0%-5.6% 4/2008 7/1/2016 10279

3-Month LIBOR 27.3% 116684 4.0% 4.8% N/A 8/2009 8/2014 733

9546

Our share of changes in the fair value of these interest rate caps and swaps is included in Accumulated other comprehensive

income iii equity and reflected unrealized losses of $1.2 million $1.1 million and $4.0 million for the
years ended December

31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Foreign Currency Contracts

We enter into foreign currency
forward contracts and collars to hedge certain of our foreign currency

cash flow exposures

foreign currency
forward contract is commitment to deliver certain amount of currency at certain price on specific

date in the future foreign currency collar consists of purchased call option to buy and written put option to sell the

foreign currency By entering into these instruments we are locked into future currency exchange rate which limits our

exposure to the movement in foreign currency exchange rates

At December 31 2010 we had one foreign currency zero-cost collar to hedge against change in the exchange rate of the

Euro versus the U.S dollar The contract had total notional amount of $3.0 million based on the exchange rate of the Euro

at December 31 2010 and placed floor on the exchange rate of the Euro at $1.15 and ceiling at $1.2965 This contract

settled in January 2011

Embedded Credit Derivatives

In connection with our Hellweg transaction we obtained non recourse mortgage financing for which the interest rate has

both fixed and variable components In connection with providing the financing the lender entered into an interest rate swap

agreement on its own behalf through which the fixed interest rate component on the financing was converted into variable

interest rate instrument Through the venture we have the right at our sole discretion to prepay this debt at any time and

to participate in any realized gain or loss on the interest rate swap at that time These participation rights are deemed to be

embedded credit derivatives

Stock Warrants

We own stock warrants that were generally granted to us by lessees in connection with structuring the initial lease transac

tions These warrants are defined as derivative instruments because they are readily convertible to cash or provide for net cash

settlement upon conversion

Other

Amounts reported in OCT related to derivatives will be reclassified to interest expense as interest payments are made on our

non-recourse variable-rate debt At December 31 2010 we estimate that an additional $0.3 million will be reclassified as

interest expense during the next twelve months

The interest rate swap derivative instrument that we had outstanding at December 31 2010 was designated as cash flow

hedge and is summarized as follows dollars in thousands

NOTIONAL EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EXPIRATION FAIR VALUE AT

TYPE AMOUNT CAP RATE SPREAD INTEREST RATE DATE DATE DECEMBER 31 2010
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Some of the agreements we have with our derivative counterparties contain certain credit contingent provisions that could

result in declaration of default against us regarding our derivative obligations if we either default or are capable of being

declared in default on certain of our indebtedness At December 31 2010 we had not been declared in default on any of

our derivative obligations The estimated fair value of our derivatives that were in net liability position was $0.5 million

at December 31 2010 which includes accrued interest but excludes any adjustment for nonperformance risk If we had

breached any of these provisions at December 31 2010 we could have been required to settle our obligations under these

agreements at their termination value of $0.6 million

Portfolio Concentration Risk

Concentrations of credit risk arise when group of tenants is engaged in similar business activities or is subject to similar

economic risks or conditions that could cause them to default on their lease obligations to us We regularly monitor our

portfolio to assess potential concentrations of credit risk While we believe our portfolio is reasonably well diversified it does

contain concentrations in excess of 10% of current annualized contractual annualized minimum base rent in certain areas

as described below The
percentages in the paragraph below represent our directly owned real estate properties and do not

include the
pro rata shares of our equity investments

At December 31 2010 59% of our directly-owned real estate properties were located in the U.S and the majority of our

directly-owned international properties were located in the European Union 37% with Germany 24% representing the

only significant international concentration based on percentage of our annualized contractual minimum base rent for 2010

Within our German investments one tenant Hellweg represented 18% of our annualized contractual minimum base rent

for 2010 inclusive of noncontrolling interest At December 31 2010 our directly owned real estate properties contained

significant concentrations in the following asset types industrial 39% retail 23% warehouse/distribution 19% and office

12% and in the following tenant industries retail 27% and chemicals plastics rubber and glass 10%

10 IMPAIRMENT CHARGES

We periodically assess whether there are any indicators that the value of our real estate investments may be impaired or that

their carrying value may not be recoverable For investments in real estate in which an impairment indicator is identified we

follow two step process to determine whether the investment is impaired and to determine the amount of the charge First

we compare the carrying value of the real estate to the future net undiscounted cash flow that we expect the real estate will

generate including any estimated proceeds from the eventual sale of the real estate If this amount is less than the carrying

value the real estate is considered to be impaired and we then measure the loss as the excess of the carrying value of the real

estate over the estimated fair value of the real estate which is primarily determined using market information such as recent

comparable sales or broker quotes If relevant market information is not available or is not deemed appropriate we then per
form future net cash flow analysis discounted for inherent risk associated with each investment

The following table summarizes impairment charges recognized on our consolidated and unconsolidated real estate invest

ments during 2010 2009 and 2008 in thousands

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 2008

Net investments in properties 2835 28058

Net investment in direct financing leaseS 6973 2279 890

Total impairment charges included in expenses 9808 30337 890

Equity investments in real estate15

Total impairment charges included in income from continuing operations

Impairment charges included in discontinued operations

TOTAL IMPAIRMENT CHARGES

1046 3598 3085

10854 33935 3975

25621

10854 59556 3975

Includes charges recagniaed an msangible assets and lsabslstses related ta nes investments in praperties Nate

tmpasement charges an aur equity investments are included in tncame frnm eqaity investments Sn real estate in aae cansalidated statements af aperatians
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2010 Impairments

The Ta/aria Company Hinckiey

During 2010 we recognized impairment charges of $8.2 million inclusive of amounts attributable to noncontrolling interests

of $2.5 million on property leased to The Talaria Company Hinckley to reduce the carrying value of this investment to its

estimated fair value based on potential sale of the property Of this impairment $5.4 million was recognized on the building

portion of the
property accounted for as Net investments in direct financing leases with the remaining $2.8 million recog

nized on the land
portion of the property accounted for as Net investments in properties At December 31 2010 the land was

classified as Net investments in properties and the building was classified as Net investment in direct financing leases in the

consolidated financial statements

Other

During 2010 we recognized impairment charges of $1.6 million on several properties accounted for as Net investments in

direct financing leases in connection with other-than-temporary declines in the estimated fair value of the properties residual

value Additionally we recognized other than-temporary impairment charges totaling $1.1 million on two ventures to reflect

the decline in the estimated fair value of the ventures underlying net assets in comparison with the carrying values of our

interests in these ventures

2009 and 2008 Impairments

Gortz Schie/e GmbH Co and Goertz Schie/e Corp

During 2009 we recognized impairment charges totaling $9.7 million related to two properties leased to Görtz Schiele

GmbH Co which filed for bankruptcy in November 2008 and $15.7 million related to property leased to Goertz

Schiele Corp which filed for bankruptcy in September 2009 In March 2010 SaarOTEC successor tenant to Görtz

Schiele GmbH Co signed new lease on one of these properties with substantially the same terms In December 2010

purchase and sale agreement was signed for the sale of the remaining vacant property formerly leased to Görtz Schiele

GmbH Co Goertz Schiele Corp terminated its lease with us in bankruptcy proceedings in January 2010 and follow

ing possession by the receiver during January 2010 the subsidiary was deconsolidated during the first quarter of 2010 Note

16 At December 31 2010 the
property formerly leased to Gortz Schiele GmbH Co was classified as Net investments

in properties in the consolidated financial statements The results of operations of the properties formerly
leased to Goertz

Schiele Corp and Görtz Schiele GmbH Co including the impairment charges are included in Income loss from

discontinued operations in the consolidated financial statements

Foss Manufacturing Company LLC

During 2009 we incurred impairment charges totaling $16.0 million in connection with property
leased to Foss Manufac

turing Company LLC as result of significant deterioration in the tenants financial outlook We calculated the estimated

fair value of this
property

based on discounted cash flow
analysis At December 31 2010 this property was classified as Net

investments in properties in the consolidated financial statements

John McGavigan Limited

During 2009 we incurred an impairment charge of $5.3 million in connection with property in the United Kingdom where

the tenant John McGavigan Limited filed for bankruptcy in September 2009 We calculated the estimated fair value of this

property based on discounted cash flow analysis At December 31 2010 this property was classified as Net investment in

properties in the consolidated financial statements

Lindenmaier

During 2009 and 2008 we recognized other-than-temporary impairment charges of $2.7 million and $1.4 million respec

tively to reduce the carrying value of venture to the estimated fair value of its underlying net assets which we assessed using

discounted cash flow analysis The venture formerly leased
property to Lindenmaier A.G which filed for bankruptcy in the

second quarter of 2009 This venture was classified as Equity investment in real estate in the consolidated financial statements

at December 31 2010
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Thales

During 2009 we recognized net other-than-temporary impairment charges of $0.9 million In July 2009 venture that

owned portfolio of five French properties leased to Thales S.A sold four properties back to Thales The outstanding debt

balance on the four properties sold was allocated to the remaining property An impairment charge was incurred to reduce

the carrying value of the venture to the estimated fair value of its underlying net assets which we assessed using discounted

cash flow analysis

During 2008 we recognized an other-than-temporary impairment charge of $1.7 million to reduce the carrying value of the

venture to the estimated fair value of its underlying net assets which we assessed using discounted cash flow analysis At

December 31 2010 this venture is classified as Equity investment in real estate in the consolidated financial statements

MetalsAmerica Inc

During 2009 we recognized an impairment charge of $5.1 million related to domestic property formerly leased to Met

alsAmerica Inc which filed for bankruptcy in July 2009 We reduced the
propertys carrying value to its estimated selling

price and sold the property in August 2009 The results of operations of this property including the impairment charge are

included in Income loss from discontinued operations in the consolidated financial statements

Valley Diagnostic

During 2009 we incurred an impairment charge of $1.9 million in connection with domestic property where the tenant

Valley Diagnostic entered liquidation proceedings We calculated the estimated fair value of this property using third party

broker quotes During the fourth quarter of 2010 this
property was foreclosed The results of operations of the

property

formerly leased to Valley Diagnostic including this impairment charge are included in Income loss from discontinued

operations in the consolidated financial statements

Other

During 2009 and 2008 we recognized impairment charges totaling $2.3 million and $0.9 million on several
properties

accounted for as net investments in direct financing leases in connection with other than-temporary declines in the esti

mated fair value of the properties residual value

ill NON-RECOURSE DEBT

Non-recourse debt consists of mortgage notes payable which are collateralized by an assignment of real
property

and direct

financing leases with an aggregate carrying value of $1.8 billion at December 31 2010 Our mortgage notes payable bore

interest at fixed annual rates ranging from 4.4% to 7.7% and variable annual rates ranging from 5.2% to 6.7% with maturity

dates ranging from 2014 to 2031 at December 31 2010

Scheduled debt principal payments during each of the next five
years following December 31 2010 and thereafter are as fol

lows in thousands

YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 31 TOTAL

2011 $25354

2012 27567

2013 30700

2014 94052

2015 123367

Thereafter through 2031 1066171

1367
Unamortized discount 2037

TOTAL 1369248
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In May 2010 venture that leases property to Berry Plastics Corporation and in which we own 50% interest refinanced

$29.0 million non-recourse variable-rate loan that had been capped through the use of an interest rate cap with $29.0 mil

lion ten year fixed-rate loan bearing interest at an annual rate of 5.9% The new loan includes scheduled balloon payment of

$21.0 million in June 2020 The $29.0 million loan which was refinanced was obtained in connection with the February 2009

repayment of $39.0 million outstanding balance on non-recourse mortgage loan at discount for $32.5 million and for

which the venture recognized corresponding gain of $6.5 million

In June 2010 we obtained non recourse mortgage financing related to previous acquisition in Malaysia This financing

totaled $7.9 million and has an annual fixed interest rate and term of 6.28% and seven years respectively

In July 2009 we obtained nun recourse mortgage financing on venture in which we and an affiliate hold 51% and 49% inter

ests respectively and which we consolidate related to an investment entered into in Hungary This financing totaled $49.5

million inclusive of noncontrolling interest of $24.3 million and has an annual fixed interest rate and term of 5.9% and seven

years respectively

12 COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

Various claims and lawsuits arising in the normal course of business are pending against us The results of these proceedings

are not expected to have material adverse effect on our consolidated financial position or results of operations

In connection with the Proposed Merger we have agreed to pay the Merger Consideration to CPA 14 shareholders if

the merger is completed and to pay the expenses of CPA 14 incurred in connection with the Proposed Merger in certain

circumstances if this merger is not completed up to maximum of $4.0 million We have also agreed to use our reasonable

best efforts to obtain $300.0 million senior credit facility in order to pay for cash elections by CPA 14 shareholders in the

Proposed Merger

13 EQUITY

Distributions

Distributions paid to shareholders consist of ordinary income capital gains return of capital or combination thereof for

income tax purposes The following table presents distributions per share reported for tax purposes

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 200B

Ordinary income $0.13 0.18 0.16

Return of capital

TOTAL DISTRIBUTIONS

0.53 0.48 0.50

0.66 0.66 0.66

We declared quarterly distribution of $0.1 656 per
share in December 2010 which was paid in January 2011 to shareholders

of record at December 31 2010

Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income

The following table presents Accumulated OCT in equity Amounts include our proportionate share of other comprehensive

income or loss from our unconsolidated investments in thousands

DECEMBER 31

2010 2009

Unrealized gain on marketable securities 39 10

Foreign currency translation adjustment 4747 7836

Unrealized loss on derivative instrument

ACCUMULATED OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

i752 2449

8460 5397
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14 NONCONTROLLING INTERESTS

Noncontrolling interest is the portion of equity in subsidiary not attributable directly or indirectly to parent There were

no changes in our ownership interest in any of our consolidated subsidiaries for the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009

and 2008

Redeemable Noncontrolling Interests

We account for the noncontrolling interests in an entity that holds note receivable recorded in connection with the Hell

weg transaction as redeemable noncontrolling interests because the transaction contains put options that if exercised

would obligate the partners to settle in cash The partners interests are reflected at estimated redemption value for all periods

presented

DECEMBER 31 2010

Balance at January 2008 346719

Foreign currency translation adjustment 14877

Balance at December 31 2008 331842

Foreign currency translation adjustment 5555

Balance at December 31 2009 337397

Reduction in noncontrolling interest due to Hellweg option exercise Note 297263

Foreign currency translation adjustment 18329

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31 2010 21805

15 INCOME TAXES

We have elected to be taxed as REIT under Sections 856 through 860 of the Internal Revenue Code We believe we have

operated and we intend to continue to operate in manner that allows us to continue to qualify as REIT Under the REIT

operating structure we are permitted to deduct distributions paid to our shareholders and generally will not be required to

pay U.S federal income taxes Accordingly no provision has been made for U.S federal income taxes in the consolidated

financial statements

We conduct business in various states and municipalities within the U.S and in the European Union Canada Mexico Malay

sia and Thailand and as result we or one or more of our subsidiaries file income tax returns in the U.S federal jurisdiction

and various state and certain foreign jurisdictions As result we are subject to certain foreign state and local taxes

We account for uncertain tax positions in accordance with current authoritative accounting guidance The following table

presents reconciliation of the beginning and ending amount of unrecognized tax benefits in thousands

2010 2009

Balance at January 375 421

Additions based on tax positions related to the current
year

105 29

Additions for tax positions of
prior years 71 86

Reductions for tax positions of prior years 60
Reductions for expiration of statute of limitations

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31

161

491 375

At December 31 2010 we had unrecognized tax benefits as presented in the table above that if recognized would have

favorable impact on the effective income tax rate in future periods We recognize interest and penalties related to uncertain

DECEMBER 31 2010
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tax positions in income tax expense At both December 31 2010 and 2009 we had less than $0.1 million of accrued interest

related to uncertain tax positions

As of December 31 2010 we had net operating losses NOL in foreign jurisdictions of approximately $24.6 million trans

lating to deferred tax asset before valuation allowance of $6.1 million Our NOLs begin expiring in 2011 in certain foreign

jurisdictions The utilization of NOLs may be subject to certain limitations under the tax laws of the relevant jurisdiction

Management determined that as of December 31 2010 $6.1 million of deferred tax assets related to losses in foreign juris

dictions do not satisfy the recognition criteria set forth in accounting guidance for income taxes Accordingly valuation

allowance has been recorded for this amount

Our tax returns are subject to audit by taxing authorities Such audits can often take
years to complete and settle The tax

years
2007 through 2010 remain open to examination by the major taxing jurisdictions to which we are subject

We have elected to treat two of our corporate subsidiaries which engage in hotel operations as TRSs These subsidiaries own

hotels that are managed on our behalf by third-party hotel management companies TRS is subject to corporate federal

income taxes and we provide for income taxes in accordance with current authoritative accounting guidance One of these

subsidiaries has operated at loss since inception and as result we have recorded full valuation allowance for this subsid

iarys NOL carryforwards The other subsidiary became profitable in the first quarter of 2009 and therefore we have recorded

tax provision for this subsidiary

16 DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

From time to time tenants may vacate space
due to lease buy-outs elections not to renew their leases insolvency or lease

rejection in the bankruptcy process In these cases we assess whether we can obtain the highest value from the property by

re-leasing or selling it In addition in certain cases we may try to sell
property

that is occupied When it is appropriate to

do so under current accounting guidance for the disposal of long-lived assets we classify the property as an asset held for sale

on our consolidated balance sheet and the current and prior period results of operations of the property are reclassified as

discontinued operations

In December 2010 we entered into an agreement for the sale of
property formerly leased to Görtz Schiele GmbH for $0.4

million however this sale has not occurred as of the date of this Report

In November 2010 building previously leased to Valley Diagnostic was foreclosed upon and subsequently sold by the bank

to third party for $2.0 million We recognized net gain on extinguishment of debt of $0.9 million excluding impairment

charges recognized in the prior year totaling $1.9 million

During the second quarter of 2009 Goertz Schiele Corp ceased making rent payments to us and as result we suspended

the debt service payments on the related mortgage loan beginning in July 2009 Goertz Schiele Corp filed for bankruptcy

in September 2009 and terminated its lease with us in bankruptcy proceedings in January 2010 In January 2010 consoli

dated subsidiary consented to court order appointing receiver after we ceased making payments on non-recourse debt

obligation collateralized by property that was previously leased to Goertz Schiele Corp As we no longer have control over

the activities that most significantly impact the economic performance of this subsidiary following possession by the receiver

during January 2010 the subsidiary was deconsolidated during the first
quarter

of 2010 At the date of deconsolidation the

property had carrying value of $5.9 million reflecting the impact of impairment charges totaling $15.7 million recognized

in 2009 and the non recourse mortgage loan had an outstanding balance of $13.3 million In connection with this decon

solidation we recognized gain of $7.1 million inclusive of amounts attributable to noncontrolling interest of $3.5 million

We believe that the fair value of our retained interest in this deconsolidated entity is zero at December 31 2010 We have

recorded the operations and gain recognized upon deconsolidation as discontinued operations

In July and August 2009 we sold two domestic prope.rties for $51.9 million net of selling costs We recognized net gain on

the sales of these properties totaling $7.6 million excluding an impairment charge recognized in 2009 of $5.1 million on one
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Revenues 693 6296 7649

Expenses 1118 7259 6937

Gain on deconsolidation of subsidiary 7082

Gain on sale of assets 7634

Gain on extinguishment of debt 879 2313

Impairment charges

INCOME LOSS FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

25621

7536 16637 712

17 SEGMENT INFORMATION

We have determined that we operate in one business segment real estate ownership with domestic and foreign investments

Geographic information for this segment is as follows in thousands

2010 DOMESTIC FOREIGNat TOTAL COMPANY

Revenues $132511 102248 234759

Total long-lived assetsb 1214261 913639 2127900

2009

Revenues 128957 103947 $232904

Total long-lived assets 1235053 988496 2223549

2008

Revenues 128169

1287160

$103639

903465

231808

2190625Total long lived assetsb

Conssts of operations in the European Union Meuico Conada aod Asia

Consists of eeal estate net ott investment in direct
financing leases equity investments in real estate and real estate under construction

of the properties Note 10 Additionally we recognized net gain on extinguishment of debt of $2.3 million as result of the

lender releasing all liens on one of the properties in exchange for the sale proceeds

The results of
operations

for
properties that are held for sale or have been sold are reflected in the consolidated financial state

ments as discontinued operations for all periods presented and are summarized as follows in thousands

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31

2010 2009 2008
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18 SELECTED QUARTERLY FINANCIAL DATA UNAUDITED

DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS EXCEPT PER SHARE AMOUNTS

Revenues

Operating expenses

Net income

Less Net income attributable to noncontrolling interests

Less Net income attributable to redeemable noncontrol

ling interests

Net Income Attributable to CPA 16 Global

Shareholders

Earnings per
share attributable to CPA16 Ciobal

shareholders

Distributions declared per share

Revenues

Operating expenses

Net income loss

Less Net income loss attributable to noncontrolling

interests

Less Net income attributable to redeemable noncontrol

ling interests

Net Loss Income Attributable to CPA 16 Global

Shareholders

THREE MONTHS ENDED

JUNE 30 2009 SEPTEMBER 30 2009

57589 $59869

26478 38594

12331 2734

MARCH 31 2010

THREE MONTHS

JUNE 30 2010

ENDED

SEPTEMBER 30 2010 DECEMBER 31 2010

58896 58088 $59333 58442

34897 25908 26951 29158

14412 16185 15773 12868

2007 1885 656 357

6445 6792 4208 4881

5960 7508 10909 7630

0.05 0.06 0.09 0.06

0.1656 0.1656 0.1656 0.1656

MARCH 31 2009

55469

42323

2565

4183

DECEMBER 31 2009

59977

29593

797

437710244 9100

6027 5738 4530 7254

7645 5349 1836 2080

Loss earnings per
share attributable to CPA16

Global shareholders 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.02

Distributions declared per share 0.1653 0.1656 0.1656 0.1656

Certain amounts fram previous quarters have been retrospectively adusted as discontinued
operations Note 16

Net income loss for the first second third and fourth quarters of 2009 includes net impairment charges totaling $t6.0 million $4.2 million $25.4 million $14.0 million respectively in connection with several

properties and eqnity investments in reol estate Note 10
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Report on Form 10-K

The advisor will supply without charge to any shareholder upon written
request to

Ms Susan Hyde Director of Investor Relations Corporate Property Associates

16 Global Inc 50 Rockefeller Plaza New York NY 10020 copy of the annual

report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31 2010 including the finan

cial statements and schedules
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